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Abstract
Imagine an elderly family member, going through their daily routine of taking their pills.
They find their pill box; however, they are having trouble identifying all the pills in there. Is
there a name on the tablet? Can they read what it says? Do they just trust that the medication in
their box is correct? How can they properly take care of themselves if they can not even confirm
that what they are taking is the right medication? To combat this issue that many face, we present
PillTank.
To decrease the risk of consuming the wrong medication, PillTank identifies the pills
being taken and ensures people, especially senior citizens, are correctly adhering to their
treatment. To make PillTank simple, it is stripped down to its bare bones - a platform, camera,
and an electronic screen. Emphasizing accessibility, accuracy, and speed, the user can simply
place their pills on PillTank’s platform and a recognition algorithm will run. A detailed
description of the pills will then be displayed on a large electronic screen. The history of scanned
pills is then saved, which can provide family members or healthcare professionals insight as to
what medication someone may be taking.
While the initial form is a stand-alone device, PillTank can be expanded on to include
voice recognition and an audio feedback system. Depending on the use case, this flexibility
allows us to broaden our audience, all while ensuring that people stay safe and healthy by
knowing what pills they are taking. Overall, PillTank removes the challenge of reading the fine
print on pills by identifying them for the user, and allows users to consume their medication
responsibly and safely.
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Introduction
Background
Whether it be over the counter or doctor prescribed, medicinal pills are of key importance
in maintaining and regulating one’s health. According to the American Association of Consultant
Pharmacists (AARP), citizens of ages 65 to 69 tend to take an average of 15 prescriptions per
year, while those of ages 80 to 84 take an average of 18. AARP also found that the average 45
year old takes an average of four different prescription drugs daily [1]. With so much medication
being taken, especially by the elderly, it is essential that they are taking the right medication.

Fig 1. The amount of money spent on prescription drugs increases with age [2].
The most common solutions for taking the correct medication is to use a pill box, or the
more premium smart pill dispensers. In both of these devices, pills are sorted by a third party,
like a family member or caretaker, so the user does not have to worry about taking the right pills.
They just have to take the pills at a set time. While useful, this assumes that the pills were
correctly sorted in the first place. But what if they were not? According to CNBC, there are over
250,000 deaths every year due to medical errors. This includes doctors prescribing the wrong
medications and pharmacies giving the wrong pills [3]. How then, would the user be able to tell
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if their pill was the correct one? The FDA requires solid oral dosage forms of medication
(medical pills) to have a unique imprint on them [4]. This allows patients to read these imprints
and perform an online search, but what if they can not?

Fig 2. Weekly pill box [5].

Fig 3. Livi Smart Pill Dispenser [6].

In a study conducted by Johns Hopkins University, adults over the age of 40 begin to
develop presbyopia, which slowly causes near vision impairment as they age [7]. Age-related
macular degeneration is another cause of loss of vision in people over the age of 65 [8]. These
conditions mean that it is common for users to be physically unable to read the imprint on their
medication and verify it is the right one, putting them at the risk of taking the incorrect
medication.
Furthermore, the average rates of patients’ medication adherence for “long-term
pharmacological treatments for chronic illnesses are only about 50%” [9]. With poor medication
adherence, the prescribed treatment’s efficiency decreases, leading to 125,000 preventable deaths
each year [10]. This is partially a result of health care professionals having to assume that their
patients followed their instructions by their next check-up since they can not see what the patient
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does at home. In response to this, a 12 month study was conducted by SMASH (Safety
Medication dASHboard) in the UK, and they showed the power of feedback when 43 general
practices increased the number of check-ins and follow ups with their patients, which reduced
the amount of medical and pharmaceutical errors from 6.19% to 3.02% [11].
PillTank steps in to solve the issues of being unable to identify pills and a lack of
feedback by being an accessible means of verifying medication for those who have trouble with
it and conveniently tracks the history of pills scanned and taken.

Overview of Need being Addressed
Pills are consumed by numerous individuals around the world, but it is increasingly
difficult to identify pills as one ages. With vision impairments like presbyopia rising with age,
seniors may have trouble differentiating the complex names of their pills and have a hard time
tracking their medication [7]. Some seniors may even be faced with a language barrier, unable to
correctly know or pronunciate what medication they are taking. These disadvantages are
amplified when consuming multiple pills, leading many citizens to guess what pills they are
taking or trust that they are sorted correctly. The FDA states that there are over 100,000 US
reports a year related to medication errors, which is over billions in health care costs annually
[12]. While many current market solutions try to ensure adherence by organizing the pills, very
few help with identification. Furthermore, as previously demonstrated, there is a need for more
medical feedback, which has been proven to reduce treatment errors. Therefore, the nature of the
needs being addressed is that peoples’ health is at risk. By taking the wrong form of medication,
people are putting themselves at risk and spending extra money. At the same time, doctors are
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left in the dark and do not know how to properly adjust their treatment because they can not see
their pateint’s at-home routine.

Fig 4. Statistics related to pill adherence [10].
Given these two needs, PillTank would be entering the market for medication adherence
devices, with the unique stance of providing assistance by verifying the pills being taken for the
user. PillTank’s first target customers would be senior citizens who have multiple prescriptions
and have trouble identifying each one, and health care professionals who can receive feedback
from PillTank’s stored history to see what pills are being scanned and consumed by their patient
at home, allowing for a more dynamic treatment.

Product Description
PillTank, as shown in Fig 5, is a quick and easy way to identify pills. Designed for ease
of use, users plug PillTank into a wall outlet, place their pills on the platform, press a button on
the touchscreen, and read the results. The main features of PillTank are being able to identify
pills and save the results, allowing users to track their medication history. By being fast and easy
to use, it appeals to those who have trouble adjusting to new technology and lets PillTank fit
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seamlessly into a patient’s medication routine. To build on its stand-alone form, potential
features include an app form, voice control, cloud storage, and Alexa integration. This allows
PillTank to be moved across multiple platforms and expands its accessibility.

Fig 5. Picture of PillTank.
Our product solves the issues of medication adherence and taking the wrong medication
by identifying pills for users to ensure they are taking the right medication. PillTank’s stored
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history also allows medical professionals to have insight to their patient’s at-home treatment and
adjust their treatment as needed. As a result, PillTank has the potential to help not only the
patient, but the doctor in providing the correct treatment for their patients, improving peoples’
health and saving them money.
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Requirements/Specifications
Engineering Requirements
Engineering Requirement

Justification/Implementation

Dimensions of the
prototype will be similar
in screen size (13’’) to a
Facebook Portal with a
height not exceeding 16”
wide x 16” deep x 24” tall
and weighs less than
10lbs

Makes the device small enough to not be bulky (ie. not fit on a
countertop), but big enough so customer’s won’t lose it or have
trouble using it due to physical limitations. Making it “just big
enough” also minimizes material used for the housing. Lastly, this
form factor allows for an approximate 16” wide x 16” deep tray
for the user input and 13” diagonal screen to display the output.

98% identification rate

In order to be sold as a pill recognition device, PillTank needs to
be able to accurately identify pills.

Made with a custom 3-D printed housing using sustainable
plastics. This way we can have full control over the form factor.

Identify pills by reading their unique imprint. Improve accuracy
with a pre-calibrated camera system.
Pre-calibrated image
capturing system

Ensures high quality images (1920x1080 resolution, 72dpi) so
pills can be identified without user set-up. This means setting the
focal length, aperture, focus ring, and lighting in the camera setup.

Identification should take
no longer than 5s

Optimize the algorithm at hardware level to make it as fast as
possible.
Use multi-threading and vectorizations to take advantage of the
Raspberry Pi’s four cores. Reduce hardware cycles and cache
misses with efficient memory accesses.

Custom boot-up sequence

Upon receiving power, PillTank should boot on its own and
prompt the user that it is ready to use with instructions.
Custom boot-up code for the Raspberry Pi that automatically
loads the image recognition software and system GUI.

Readable output by those
with poor eyesight

Text is at least 19 pixels (14-point font) so to be readable by those
who might have deteriorating eyesight.
Use a large screen (13”) so large text can be displayed.

Securely store output in
the cloud

By pushing PillTank’s output to the cloud, it becomes easily
accessible by healthcare professionals. Users will not have to
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worry about exporting their data and bringing it to appointments.
Use AWS or Google cloud to store the data.
Interface with IoT

Because our device is a household device, it would be neat to link
with a local Alexa device for additional functionalities like
reminders and responses to the pill schedule. It allows for easier
usage for customers as well as more functionalities.

Power Switch

Users should be able to power off the device to save energy and
reduce wear on electronics, mainly the ring light.

Software Flow

PillTank will be running multiple programs at once, requiring a
top level program that will connect them together.

Source hardware from
different suppliers

Reduces cost by avoiding hardware R&D. Regardless of the
supplier, we will provide a power supply so all the user needs to
do for the power input is connect the supply to an outlet.
Buy from Amazon and Digikey.
Table 1. Engineering Requirements.
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Functional Decomposition
Hardware Block Diagrams and Specifications
Block Diagram: Level 0

Fig 6. PillTank’s level 0 block diagram.
At the highest level, PillTank has two inputs and one output as shown in Fig 6. The
power input is needed to operate the device. The user input is the pill being identified, which is
placed on the designated tray to be scanned. The output is a text description displayed on the
screen. If the pill is identified, the pill’s name, dosage, and purposes are displayed. If the pill is
not identified, a warning will be displayed.
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Block Diagram: Level 1

Fig 7. PillTank’s level 1 block diagram.
Fig 7 shows PillTank’s level 1 block diagram. The power input from the user’s outlet
supplies power to the Raspberry Pi through a 5V, 2.5A USB-C connection provided with the
device. The Raspberry Pi will communicate with all the components in the system, providing
power and sending/receiving information. The camera takes a picture of the user’s pills being
identified, and sends that image to the Raspberry Pi to be processed. Once the image is
processed, the corresponding output is sent to the screen to be displayed as the output and stored
in the cloud, creating the feedback loop for people like doctors. The Raspberry Pi also has the
ability to communicate with zigbee chips, enabling bluetooth.
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Software Flowchart

Fig 8. PillTank’s pill recognition algorithm.
Fig 8 shows PillTank’s pill recognition software flowchart. It starts by waiting for a user
input to take a picture through a button on the touch screen. Once given, PillTank takes a picture,
runs an object detection algorithm to isolate the pill from the background and runs a text
detection algorithm to find the unique imprint on the pill. If any form of text is extracted, a
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search is run with it . If the pill is found, the user is provided relevant information regarding the
pill. If the text is not extracted or the pill is not found in the search, PillTank will return a
message stating that it found an error. Regardless, PillTank will finish by storing the results
locally and in the cloud and return to waiting for user inputs.
This algorithm uses the open-source libraries OpenCV and Tesseract for the object and
text detection algorithms respectively. Lastly, the GUI library Kivy will be used for the user
interface.
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Project Planning
Cost:
BOM:
A product cost estimation for PillTank is shown as follows:

Fig 9. PillTank’s BOM.
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Planning:
Resources:
The following resources will be needed to make PillTank:
Resource

Explanation

Raspberry Pi

Compact microcontroller that runs PillTank’s software.

64GB mini-SD card

Memory for the Raspberry Pi

1 Camera and lens

Cameras that take the image of the pills being identified

Ring light

Lighting for the camera shot

Display Screen

Screen to display final output on

15W USB-C Power Brick
with Cable

Provides power to the Raspberry Pi, which in turn powers the rest of the
components

Plastic

Needed for the housing. Specific form is to be determined, but could be
plastic sheets that we cut or plastics used for 3-D printing

Screws

Screws for mounting components to the housing

Laptops/computers

Needed for 3-D modelling, programming, and communication

Engineers

Needed to develop the software and hardware

Table 2. PillTank’s key resources.

Financing:
In a company, we would finance our project by presenting our product at trade shows for
medical devices to gather the interest of potential investors. After talking to them and demoing
PillTank, they would hopefully invest in our product. Another option would be to introduce the
concept online and receive funding through a startup funding website. Through these methods,
we will be able to fund the production of our initial batch of products. For how this iteration was
funded, we were given $200 per student by the Cal Poly’s Department of Electrical Engineering,
totaling to $800.
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Key Skills:
The key skills listed in Table 3 would be needed to make PillTank.
Skill

Explanation

General Programming

Needed to make the boot sequence, GUI, and image recognition software.
The language will vary depending on what libraries are used, but will
likely be C++, C, and Python.

Real Time Embedded
Systems

Needed to optimize the code and take advantage of the Raspberry Pi’s
hardware. This means understanding what the Raspberry Pi is capable of
(four 128-bit instructions, four cores, etc) and how to take advantage of it
(loop vectorization, multi-threading, etc).

CAD Design

Need to know how to model the housing in CAD for 3-D printing.

Encryption

Needed to prevent the user’s medical data or pill history from being stolen
either off of the local memory or from the cloud.

Table 3. PillTank’s key skills needed to make the product.

Schedule
Below are a series of schedules for PillTank showing the overall and more specific work
breakdown structures. Note that the high risk items are colored red, and will be described in
further detail at the end of each section.
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Overall

The bottom schedule shows the Winter 2021 Design Review and Senior Project Expo events
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Define

27

Design

28

Build

High Risk Item

Explanation

Image Processing Software

The image processing software is what allows PillTank to
identify pills. If this software is not built, PillTank loses its
core functionality.

Software GUI

The GUI is a major contributor towards making PillTank easy
to use, one of PillTank’s main selling points. If it does not meet
the engineering requirements, PillTank will not be fit for
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release.
Build Housing

The housing has two purposes, one is to store all the necessary
components in a single form factor, but the other is to make
PillTank accessible. It should stabilize the cameras so high
quality images are taken, should have a large enough platform
for pills to be placed on, and so on. Without these, PillTank
will not meet its engineering requirements.
Table 4. High risk items in the “Build” stage.
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Validate

High Risk Item

Explanation

Testing RPi software

If the Raspberry Pi’s boot sequence and software optimizations
fail, we will have to halt the project and debug the code.

Testing pill recognition
software

Like the RPi software, if the pill recognition algorithm does
not work, it will delay release of the project until it passes
testing.
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Testing GUI

Like the RPi software, if the GUI does not work well, then
PillTank will not be easy to use, and will delay the release of
the project until a satisfactory GUI is made.

Modifications/Iterations

Due to the poor performance of the recognition algorithm, we
have an extended modification and iteration period to try and
tune the recognition algorithm to be as strong as possible.

Table 5. High risk items in the “Testing/Validation” phase.
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Release

33

Project Design
Hardware
Housing
The main goal of the housing is to ensure that the camera system is firmly secured so that
the images taken for the pill recognition algorithm are consistent. Furthermore, it allows the
touchscreen display to be mounted at a proper height and angle to use. The initial considerations
for the design of the housing, shown in Fig 10, was to have a simple structure that could support
the touchscreen display while still allowing the camera to take high enough resolutions pictures
of the pills. The housing was designed in Autodesk Inventor with the dimensions of 7”x7”x11”.

Fig 10. 3D model of the housing.
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In order to fit the build specifications of the 3D printers, the print was slightly redesigned and
split into two portions, the slanted mounting panel for the touchscreen and the bottom half where the
Raspberry Pi, camera, and ring light are attached to. These parts are attached by gluing and taping the
touch screen mount onto the lower half of the housing. Accounting for the 13” touchscreen display, the
final dimensions of the housing are 13”x8”x12.5”. The camera and touchscreen, and ring light are all
fastened to the housing using tape and bolts. Fig 11 shows the final design.

Fig 11. Rendered Image of PillTank vs Assembled PillTank

Camera and Lighting
PillTank uses a 2.8-12mm varifocal c-mount lens and 12.3 megapixel Sony IMX477
sensor Raspberry Pi camera. The lens is set to 12mm to maximize the pill imprint size, and the
base of the camera is raised to be five inches off the ground. The aperture is set to be as wide as
possible to maximize light intake, and because of the controlled lighting setup covered later, we
avoid overexposing the image with the wide aperture. We also found that a brighter shot
improved the results of the pill recognition algorithm since it removed the darker shades in the
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imprints that would lead to poor imprint extraction. Finally, the focus ring was set accordingly to
achieve the highest quality shot.

Fig 12. PillTank’s camera setup.
As shown in Fig 12, PillTank uses a four inch ring light to provide consistent lighting
across each picture. The camera is placed in the center of the ring light, and the light side of the
ring light is level with the edge of the camera lens. This placement removes almost all shadows
in the image, simplifying the image processing needed. It also provides even lighting across the
entire image, so no matter where the pill is placed, the image quality will remain the same.
Furthermore, the ring light is close enough to the scanning platform that it becomes the dominant
light source and the external lighting does not matter. Regardless of room lights, lamps, a ring of
striplights around the scanning platform, daytime, nighttime, or no external lighting, the lighting
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quality remains consistent. The ring light had the option to use a white light, soft yellow light, or
yellow light. We used a white light because it resulted in the brightest image.

Fig 13. Comparison between the resulting lighting setups and how the auto focusing of the
camera changes the lighting. The right is without a dark object and the left is the actual picture
used with a dark object.
For the scanning platform, a non-reflective, smooth, white surface is used to prevent any
false positives due to glare or a textured surface. Furthermore, a dark object is placed on the edge
of the platform to manipulate the camera’s autofocus. The camera tries to compensate for the
light as shown in Fig 13, causing the image to darken and making it harder to identify the pills,
but by introducing a small black object, the image becomes consistently bright.

Flash Memory
PillTank uses the Windond W25Q32JV, a 3V 32 M-bit serial flash memory with SPI.
When selecting flash memory for PillTank, we needed a chip that followed a commonly used
protocol, such as Standard Peripheral Interface (SPI) or Universal Asynchronous
Receiver-Transmitter (UART), for easy communication with the raspberry pi. We also needed a
chip with a supply voltage that could be supplied by the Raspberry Pi. The chip had to be
through-hole, since the restricted lab actress prevented soldering of surface mount components.
Finally, the flash memory had to be large enough to store a long list of generated pill names. The
indond W25Q32JV met all of the specifications.
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The Raspberry Pi communicates with the flash memory using standard SPI
communication, which requires a clock signal, data in, data out, and chip select. The 3.3 V
supply on the Raspberry Pi is used to power the memory.

Software
Pill Recognition Algorithm

Fig 14. Flowchart of the recognition algorithm.
Fig 14 shows the flowchart for the pill recognition algorithm. The goal is to isolate the
text imprint on the pill and read it using the optical character recognition (OCR) API tesseract.
While tesseract is convenient, one of its major weaknesses is the preprocessing required for it to
work effectively. Tesseract works best with black, non-bolded, horizontally aligned, standard
fonts. As such, it will not be able to read the imprint from a raw image of a pill, so we must
convert the imprint to something that resembles standard text.
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The program starts by extracting the pill from the background. Even with a plain white
background, this step is necessary in reducing the noise in the image, making it easier to find the
imprint area. The image from the camera is resized to a height of 700 pixels, as it otherwise has
too high resolution to be properly displayed and OpenCV would automatically crop parts of the
image out. The image is then put in grayscale and blurred with a Gaussian filter to reduce noise
in the background. An edge map is made using canny edge detection, and the image is dilated to
emphasize the pill edges, shown in Fig 15. The contours are extracted from the edge map, and
the largest closed contour is taken as the pill. Note that the black object used to brighten the shot
is ignored because it is not a closed contour in the edge map.

Fig 15. Dilated edge map of the original image.
The isolated pill contour is cropped from the image and rotated to be horizontal. This is
done by rotating the pill 360° in increments of 1° and measuring the height of the pill contour.
The iteration with the smallest contour height is the horizontal pill. While this will have no effect
for circular pills, isolating the imprint area becomes more consistent when the imprint text is
horizontally aligned. When rotating the image, the OpenCV rotate function cannot be used
directly because it does not adjust the size of the output image. If the pill is non-circular, the
corners of the image will be cut off as the pill is rotated. As such, a rotate function that adjusts
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the size of the output image is written so nothing is cropped, but it must add a border to the
image. Therefore, after rotating, a 10-pixel border is added to the image to ensure that no pill
contours run into the edge of the image itself, and the image is cropped again to remove any
excess background area that was added during rotation. Finally, a border is added once more, and
the image is resized to a height of 220 pixels as shown in the leftmost image in Fig 16. The
resize allows for a consistent thresholding of the imprint area across all pills, which may have
originally varied in height, width, and shape.

Fig 16. Isolated pill, it’s edge map, and the mask used to find the imprint area.
Now that the pill is isolated from the background, a more accurate edge map of the pill
can be made as shown in Fig 16by again applying grayscale, blur, edge detection, and dilation.
Using this new set of contours, the imprint area can be isolated from the pill. We first draw a
bounding box around each contour and threshold each box by checking that it has a minimum
pixel height of 30, minimum pixel width of 20, and maximum pixel area of half the image area.
The minimum thresholds remove noise, while the maximum removes the pill shape contour (the
circular contour in Fig 16) and limits the size of text. What is left are the individual contours of
each letter that make up the pill area as seen in the middle-right image in Fig 16. The imprint
contours are then heavily dilated to make a mask which can be used to isolate the pill imprint
area.
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Fig 17. Isolated imprint area, the thresholded version, and the isolated text passed to tesseract.
Using the mask to isolate the imprint area, the area is again rotated so that the imprint is
horizontal as before in case the pill was circular, and with the isolated pill imprint area, we can
now extract the text as shown in Fig 17. We resize the text to be 50 pixels high, grayscale and
blur the image. While 50 pixels high may be on the smaller end, it is found that enlarging the
image at this point would result in reduced resolution and reduce the effectiveness of any
thresholding, so a smaller size was chosen so that a consistent threshold for the text based on size
could be made.
At this stage, an edge map must be made so we can extract the imprint as text. When
exploring options, we found that the Otsu thresholding or Canny edge detection often resulted in
text that was disjointed, which led to poor Tesseract results. This may be due to the fact that
engraved imprints will have different pixel values depending on the shadows inside the imprint
due to engraving depths, which can result in poorly formed binary images. As a result, we chose
to use an adaptive threshold to create a binary image. The adaptive threshold aims to keep the
area that makes up each individual text letter intact by having a variable threshold, ultimately
making it easier to isolate and read the text. And even though there can be more noise when
using an adaptive threshold, as seen in the middle image of Fig 17, we can filter the binary image
by extracting each contour and considering them text if the pixel height is at least 30, width is 10,
and area is less than 90% of the image. Finally, the text image is enlarged to 300 pixels high and
dilated to remove any bold qualities of the font and passed to Tesseract to be read. Note that
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since there is no way to determine if the pill is upside down or not, a version of the text rotated
by 180° is also read.
Finally, the result from Tesseract is used as a key to search a database of pills by imprint,
and if the pill is found, the pill information is pushed to the screen. Otherwise, an error message
is printed.

Searching the Pill Imprint
To find the corresponding pill based on the imprint found from the pill recognition
algorithm, we made a search algorithm that compares the results from Tesseract to a database of
pill imprints, and the most similar imprint is returned. The input to the search algorithm is a file
named found.txt that is updated with the latest results from Tesseract followed by timestamps of
when the images were taken. The timestamps are also the names of the images saved as a .jpg on
the Raspberry Pi’s SD card. Every matched pill from the database will be stored into a dictionary
where the imprint is the key and all the possible matches are the values. The best matched pill
imprint will then have its name saved into another file that will be uploaded to the cloud and
displayed on the history screen. If there was no good match, either because the pill recognition
algorithm returned an error or because there were no similar imprints in the database, then an
error message is saved and stored in the history.

GUI
Our goal for the GUI was to create a simple graphical interface that could allow the user
to easily control the functions of the device with a touchscreen. By making it simple and only
including necessary functionality, less tech savvy users would be able to easily use the device.
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Fig 18 shows the layout of the GUI. It contains 3 buttons, however the most important
ones are the top two. The “Read Pills” button runs the pill recognition code to take a picture of
the pill under the camera and return the imprint found by the search algorithm. The history
button provides a list of all the previously scanned pills and their pill names based on their
imprint.

Fig 18. GUI layout.

Google Cloud
To create the feedback loop as mentioned in the introduction, we upload the results from
PillTank to Google Cloud as shown in Fig 19, allowing doctors to check on their patient’s
at-home routine. Three text files are uploaded: (1) found.txt, which contains the raw output of
PillTank followed by a timestamp of when the image was taken, (2) history.txt, which contains
the results from the search algorithm and timestamp of when the image was taken which
corresponds to what is being displayed in the “History” portion of the GUI, and (3) alexa.txt
which contains just the pill names found from the search algorithm (no timestamps) so it can be
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read out by Alexa. Lastly, any picture taken by PillTank is also uploaded to the Cloud as a .jpg
and its name is a timestamp of when the image was taken. Each time PillTank takes a picture and
runs its recognition algorithm, all text files are updated accordingly by appending the new
information to the end of the file and pushed to the Cloud, overwriting the old text files on the
Cloud. The newly taken picture is also pushed to the Cloud, and because of the timestamp
naming system, no older pictures are overwritten. With this, a doctor can easily see what
PillTank thought a scanned pill was through found.txt, what the user saw through history.txt, and
what the pill being scanned is through the timestamped .jpg image. Hopefully, with our new
feedback system, doctors will have more insight to their patient’s at-home routine and be able to
offer a more dynamic treatment.

Fig 19. Example of what is stored in the Cloud.

Alexa
Because we wanted our device to be accessible, incorporating Alexa into our project
allows users to have an easy way of accessing their pill history and potentially, pill schedules.
There are methods for creating your personal skill for Alexa without having to submit the skill to
Amazon for approval. This is done by making the Raspberry Pi a development server by using
ngrok, which allows the endpoint in the Alexa Skill to be the server that we created on our
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Raspberry Pi. This mimics the skills that are run on the Amazon servers, but instead of
undergoing long approval processes, we run it on our Raspberry Pi’s server [21].
Additionally, there are libraries like Flask-Ask that allow us to build a quick Alexa skill
easily. Flask-Ask allows it to be easy to construct questions and answers that Alexa responds
with. So, ngrok allows Alexa to talk to the Flask-Ask code running on the Raspberry Pi, as our
Raspberry Pi is acting like an endpoint as shown in Fig 20. Then for the Amazon Alexa Service
Platform, we will need to use our Amazon Developer Account to create .json requests that map
to the custom skill code that we created with Flask-Ask. Therefore, easy implementation can be
used without having to write in the format of .json [22].

Fig 20. Shows the typical Alexa flowchart that allows Alexa to speak back to the user.
The keywords we want Alexa to process are shown below in Fig 21 with a value of
‘history’ and ‘schedule’. For each, we gave some related words that may also be used, like
‘recent’ or ‘times’.
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Fig 21. Shows the keywords that Alexa should locate to listen to.
We also provided some sample utterances that show where keywords are to be placed
within a sentence. Shown below in Fig 22 is one sample utterance we created for both the
‘schedule’ keyword and the ‘history’ keyword. Therefore, ways to initiate our Alexa is by saying
the following:
‘Alexa, tell raspberry pi, when is my pill schedule?’
‘Alexa, tell raspberry pi, show me pill history.’
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Fig 22. Shows the sample utterances for both our keywords.

We additionally changed the section of code in ‘/flask_ask/models.py’ file and replaced
the following section of code to help Alexa speak more naturally and less robotic:
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By using Alexa, we are able to create verbal commands that allow our customers to audibly hear
what pills are detected and what their pill history is. We also demonstrate the potential in expanding
PillTank’s functionality to include scheduling of when to take pills.

Power Switches
There is no power button on the Raspberry Pi, but we wanted to have a way to at least
have PillTank go to sleep. This is because the Raspberry Pi already gets extremely hot when
running the never-ending top level code for PillTank. Additionally, without a power button, a
user cannot turn off the Raspberry Pi without an external input.
One way that we thought would decrease power consumption would be to turn off the
USB ports. We experimented with some commands and came up with the following command
that seemed to work only for the USB 2.0 and 3.0 hardware ports. Shown below is the command
used. This command allows us to bind and unbind the USB ports as shown in Fig. 23 and 24,
allowing us to not have to unplug and plug specific peripherals. The ‘1-1’ specifies the hub that
the Raspberry Pi has for its USB 2.0 port.
echo '1-1' |sudo tee /sys/bus/usb/drivers/usb/unbind
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However, after testing the commands, the USB ports were only able to turn off data
transfer, not the power supplied to the port. Unfortunately, this was not useful because the ring
light doesn’t send data, proving this method unusable. Therefore, decreasing power consumption
by turning data off at specific USB ports is not a valid option.

Fig 23. Shows that USB devices on the USB 2.0 ports can be bound and unbound by command.

Fig 24. Shows that USB devices on the USB 3.0 ports can be bound and unbound by command.
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Instead, we decided to use a smart switch, as shown in Fig 25, to turn on and off the
Raspberry Pi to decrease power consumption. This option allows the user to press a button to
manually turn the Raspberry Pi on and off without having to unplug and replug the wall outlet.
Using a smart switch also allows the user to control the device with an Alexa or other IoT
devices. By saying a simple command like “Turn off the smart switch”, users are capable of
easily controlling their PillTank device.

Fig 25. Smart switch.
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Top Level
Fig 26 shows a block diagram of our top level, as we illustrate how we spawned multiple
programs simultaneously.

Fig 26. Top level block software block diagram.
Our parent code is called ‘toplevel.py’, where we are threading to different processes to
run the multiple segments of code we have. One of our threads runs the GUI to display the
different touch screen segments that we take as user inputs. As described in the GUI section, the
GUI runs as its own process and spins off its own processes depending on the user’s inputs.
Therefore, no checking is needed as clicking the different buttons allows for its own operation as
long as the GUI is functioning correctly. However, because we want to push to the Cloud and
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flash memory the correct files, we spawned another thread that loops and watches the edit time
of the history.txt. By looking at the edit time, we can determine if a new scan has happened,
which triggers a push to the Cloud. This edit comes from the pill searching code, which takes the
imprints from the pill recognition algorithm and finds the correct pill matches as described in a
previous section. Once we detect a change in timestamp, we can push the newly updated text
files and images to PillTank’s Cloud storage. Also, by overwriting history.txt and other text files
in the Cloud and local storages, not much overhead is needed to keep track of the contents in the
file.
For the Alexa functionality, we spawned another thread, which has the skills code
running. The code itself is already set in a loop, so any changes to the ‘history.txt’ file will
update the response that Alexa gives to different commands.
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Testing
Summary
Engineering
Requirement

Justification/Implementation

Met?

Dimensions of the
prototype will be
similar in screen size
(13’’) to a Facebook
Portal with a height
not exceeding 16”
wide x 16” deep x
24” tall and weighs
less than 10lbs

Makes the device small enough to not be bulky (ie. not fit
on a countertop), but big enough so customer’s won’t lose
it or have trouble using it due to physical limitations.
Making it “just big enough” also minimizes material used
for the housing. Lastly, this form factor allows for an
approximate 16” wide x 16” deep tray for the user input
and 13” diagonal screen to display the output.

Yes

98% identification
rate

In order to be sold as a pill recognition device, PillTank
needs to be able to accurately identify pills.

Made with a custom 3-D printed housing using
sustainable plastics. This way we can have full control
over the form factor.
No

Identify pills by reading their unique imprint. Improve
accuracy with a pre-calibrated camera system.
Pre-calibrated image
capturing system

Ensures high quality images (1920x1080 resolution,
72dpi) so pills can be identified without user set-up. This
means setting the focal length, aperture, focus ring, and
lighting in the camera setup.

Yes

Identification should
take no longer than
5s

Optimize the algorithm at hardware level to make it as
fast as possible.

Yes

Use multi-threading and vectorizations to take advantage
of the Raspberry Pi’s four cores. Reduce hardware cycles
and cache misses with efficient memory accesses.
Custom boot-up
sequence

Upon receiving power, PillTank should boot on its own
and prompt the user that it is ready to use with
instructions.
Custom boot-up code for the Raspberry Pi that
automatically loads the image recognition software and
system GUI.

No
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Readable output by
those with poor
eyesight

Text is at least 19 pixels (14-point font) so to be readable
by those who might have deteriorating eyesight.

Yes

Use a large screen (13”) so large text can be displayed.
Securely store output
in the cloud

By pushing PillTank’s output to the cloud, it becomes
easily accessible by healthcare professionals. Users will
not have to worry about exporting their data and bringing
it to appointments.

Yes

Use AWS or Google cloud to store the data.
Interface with IoT

Because our device is a household device, it would be
neat to link with a local Alexa device for additional
functionalities like reminders and responses to the pill
schedule. It allows for easier usage for customers as well
as more functionalities.

Yes

Power Switch

Users should be able to power off the device to save
energy and reduce wear on electronics, mainly the ring
light.

Yes

Software Flow

PillTank will be running multiple programs at once,
requiring a top level program that will connect them
together.

Yes

Source hardware
from different
suppliers

Reduces cost by avoiding hardware R&D. Regardless of
the supplier, we will provide a power supply so all the
user needs to do for the power input is connect the supply
to an outlet.

Yes

Buy from Amazon and Digikey.
Table 6. Engineering Requirements with met category.

Dimensions are within 16” wide x 16” deep” x 24” tall, weighs less than 10lbs
Functional test. Measure the housing to check that it is no larger than 16”x16”x24”.
Weigh to check that it is less than 10lbs. The current dimensions of PillTank are 13”x8”x12.5”
which fits within the dimensional constraints. The weight of the entire assembly is less than
10lbs. Therefore, PillTank passes this text.
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98% Identification Rate
Due to the lack of access to a large set of pills, PillTank’s recognition algorithm was
tested with two sets of pills. The first set consists of six pills (five with engraved imprints and
one with a printed imprint) that we had in person and took pictures of using the camera setup as
described in the “Pre-calibrated Image Capturing System” section. Out of the six physical pills
tested, only two out of the five engraved imprint pills and the one printed imprint pill were
recognized. The second set consisted of 60 digital images from drugs.com (40 with engraved
imprints and 20 with printed imprints), of which PillTank identified 17% of the engraved imprint
pills (7/40) and 65% of the printed imprint pills (13/20), for an overall detection rate of 31%. In
both cases, the image or physical pill was rotated and offset to test for rotational and spatial
invariance, and the pills that were identified were also identified in all presented orientations.
We can attribute most of the poor detection rates to pill engravings having different
depths, which creates different shadows, making it difficult to find a single set of parameters
with which to identify each pill. When we tuned the algorithm per image to account for these
differences, PillTank identified 80% of the printed imprint pills (16/20) and 77.5% of the
engraved pills (31/40), for an overall detection rate of 78.3%.
Either way, the overall detection rates of 50%, 31%, and 78.3% fail to meet the goal of a
98% identification rate.

Pre-calibrated Image Capturing System
The pre-calibration means that PillTank should be able to capture images without external
help. To verify this system, PillTank was tested under the following conditions:
1. Outside at designated times
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2. Inside with the lights on at designated times
3. Inside with the lights off at designated times
Designated times refers to roughly 7:00AM, 9:00AM, 12:00PM, 3:00PM, 5:00PM, 7:00PM,
9:00PM, and 11:59PM. These are times where we think PillTank might be used, and the natural
lighting might affect PillTank’s performance.
Under these conditions, PillTank’s performance did not change when tested with the six
pills and passed this test, demonstrating how we were able to make a system independent of
external lighting.

Time to Identify is Less than 5 seconds
To test that PillTank is able to identify pills within five seconds, a pill is placed on the
platform before the algorithm runs. Then, using a software timer, we record the time between
when PillTank first grabs an image and when it outputs the results to the screen. This test is run
under the scenarios laid out by the “98% Identification Rate” and “Pre-Calibrated Capturing
System” tests. PillTank ran its algorithm within the five second timeframe on all pills in both test
sets, passing this test.

Power-up and Booting
In order to ensure a simple plug and play device, the system must be able to boot and
start running our software without any additional steps. We were not able to implement this
feature due to time constraints, and the risk of corrupting our Raspberry Pi due to the process it
takes to make a program auto-boot. Therefore, PillTank fails this test.
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Readable Output
Functional test. We will ask people of varying eyesight quality to read the output shown
in Fig 27. After asking ten people of varying ages and with different eyesight, all ten said they
could read PillTank’s output, meaning PillTank passes this test.

Fig 27. PillTank’s history output.

Cloud Storage
To check PillTank’s ability to store its results locally and in the Cloud, we stored and
pushed the results from running PillTank across 10 trials to its local memory and the Cloud.
Then, we checked if the output on the screen corresponds with the data stored, which it did,
meaning PillTank can correctly store important information in the Cloud and passes this test.
Fig 28 shows what gets saved into Google’s Cloud storage system that we’re utilizing.
We can see that we are able to upload images and text files so that we can store pill images and
the imprints that our algorithm reads easily into the cloud for later use.
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Fig 28. PillTank’s results are successfully stored in the Cloud.
In order to determine which read imprints correspond to the image, the found.txt file that
contains the scanned imprints, also contains the filename which is the timestamp of when the
image was taken. This way, when the user accesses the Cloud, they can clearly see the imprints
of the pills scanned, name of the pills scanned, and each pills corresponding image.

IoT
Because we are using Alexa as an assistant to read a pill history and potentially a pill
schedule, we can show below that the responses are exactly what we expected from our testing
file, meaning this test is passed. Fig 29 are our results from a sample text file storing the schedule
and pill history, and Fig 30 shows PillTank communicating with Alexa, meaning PillTank passes
this test.

Fig 29. PillTank’s sample potential schedule and pill history.
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Fig 30. Shows that Alexa is able to respond to commands to repeat the pill schedule and pill
history stored in PillTank.

Power Switch
To test the smart switch, we used the Alexa app to turn on and off the switch, and saw
that the switch powers on and off the Raspberry Pi. We also tested the button on the switch itself
and saw that the Raspberry Pi boots up and shuts down properly. Therefore, PillTank passes this
test.

Software Flow Testing
In order for all of our code to run, we had to do tests to make sure that everything is
linked together correctly. First we will show that we are able to run the GUI while spawning
other threads. Then, we will show that we are able to upload files and images to the Cloud while
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running the GUI. Then, lastly we will show that Alexa also works with these other threads as
they are being updated.

Fig 31. Sample command line output showing how multiple software programs are initiated and
running at the same time.
We can see here that the top level program is able to run all the separate threads and
successfully initialize the GUI to run, meaning PillTank passes this test.

Source All Hardware
Functional test. We checked that all hardware used except for the Raspberry Pi can be
interchanged/replaced with other on-market components in case there is a shortage. PillTank
passed this test upon manual inspection of its parts.
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Conclusion and Future Work
The main improvement that needs to be done with PillTank is a revision of its pill
recognition algorithm. While the initial goal of 98% was knowingly optimistic, an identification
rate of 50% on six physical pills and 31% on 60 stock images from drugs.com is unacceptable
for both a product and research purposes. However, it has been proven to be invaluable as a
learning experience and as a proof-of-concept. We initially went into this project not knowing
much about image processing and OCR, but after our 20 week journey implementing our project,
we have learned why certain approaches are and are not fit for this application. As we have seen,
a traditional OCR approach where we try to define a one-size-fits-all algorithm with multiple
thresholds to extract the text does not work well. The text quality can vary too much due to
factors in the pills, like imprint depth, imprint size, pill textures, imprint placement, and
additional imprints in the pill that are not text, like a box or crease halfway through the pill. A
better approach may be to use AI and train a system on features, so instead of trying to translate
an imprint to text, we could try to extract the features of an imprint, and the pill in general, and
pass it through a pattern recognition algorithm. Furthermore, we saw how PillTank’s current
recognition algorithm could be tuned and identify a majority of the test pills, and tuning multiple
parameters is a fitting job for AI.
Another improvement that would make PillTank a better product would be an
improvement to its integration in a household setting. Profiles and passwords should be added to
incorporate multiple users within a family to increase privacy, and partitioning of storage should
be used depending on how many users are using PillTank. PillTank could also make use of other
IoT devices laying around the house. Instead of having PillTank being confined to one screen in
one area, the medical information and pill history could be displayed on any Alexa display.
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Additionally, a more elegant solution to powering PillTank and having it boot up other than just a
smart switch should be added.
Regardless of how we decide to improve PillTank in the future, we can still take pride in
making a strong prototype of what we set out to do: a standalone pill recognition device that can
help people safely take their medication. We successfully integrated cloud software, used flash
memory, made custom boot up sequences, toyed with the Pi’s peripheral ports for power
efficiency, made our own GUI, created threads and interactions between different programs,
designed a housing, tested lighting and camera setups, and implemented a pill recognition
software all in 20 weeks. With this, we look forward to what future iterations could look like.
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Appendix
Analysis of Senior Project
Project Name: PillTank
Student Names: Lucas Chang, Hayden Tam, Aaron Teh, Krista Round
Advisor’s Name: Professor Benson

Summary of Functional Requirements:
PillTank is a device that quickly and accurately identifies a variety of pills. Its initial
form, PillTank consists of a camera, a Raspberry Pi, and a display screen. PillTank identifies the
pill placed on its tray in approximately 5s and displays its results in an organized manner. The
results are stored locally and in a cloud server, which can be accessed by medical professionals,
enabling a more dynamic treatment. As a standalone device, PillTank is approximately
13”x8”x12.5” and weighs less than 10lbs, making it easy to fit on a counter or desk. Finally,
Pilltank is capable of interacting with IoT, mainly Alexa devices.

Primary Constraints:
One of PillTank’s constraints is the Raspberry Pi and its ports. We tried to improve the
power efficiency of our project by entering a sleep mode or by powering off ports, but the
Raspberry Pi did not let us do that. To compensate, we were forced to use a smart switch.
PillTank is also constrained by its picture quality, as we have to take high quality images with
limited space for lighting and camera performance. Coupled with our budget and time
constraints, we were unable to test as many camera set ups as we would have liked to, and also
could not buy extremely high quality cameras like those used to take stock images of pills.
Building off of the cost constraint,. PillTank aims to be cheaper than the current smart pill
devices, which limits how much functionality we can add and how much we can spend on
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components like cloud storage or the camera. The last major constraint for PillTank is our
knowledge on the topic of recognition. Due to our lack of knowledge, the most obvious solution
to recognize pills was through text recognition, but we found that this led to suboptimal results.
Had we had more time and more knowledge on AI-based approaches, we could have had better
identification results.

Economic:
Human Capital
PillTank will contribute to human capital by creating jobs, primarily in the
manufacturing, hardware, software, and marketing departments. Manufacturers will help mass
produce PillTank efficiently. Hardware and software engineers will continue to develop PillTank
and innovate on its capabilities. Finally, those in marketing will help spread the word about
PillTank so it can expand beyond our primary target customer.
Financial Capital
PillTank generates financial capital by being a new type of device in the medical pill
adherence devices, encouraging users to buy units. Furthermore, by gathering a large user base,
ads and an ad free mode could be implemented. Another source of financial capital could come
from an annual subscription fee that gives access to the cloud database. Finally, we could add a
fee for how much cloud storage a customer is given.
Natural Capital
PillTank mainly consists of a camera, a Raspberry Pi, a power supply, and a plastic
housing, most of which are difficult to recycle. That is why PillTank’s housing tries to cut down
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on its plastic usage as much as possible. The power supply is made to operate at under 15 W
USB-C. The camera is a ribbon cable module, which draws less than 5W. This means PillTank
does not consume a significant amount of power. One future consideration is that we could
simplify our design by replacing the Raspberry Pi with our own PCB that houses its own SOC
and ports, removing any unused copper traces and components on the Raspberry Pi.
Cost and Timing
The price of PillTank will probably vary most based on the manufacturing costs.
However, the component costs are pretty well-defined, given that the pricing doesn’t change in
the next year. The price of all of our electrical components is $605, and estimating about a $20
cost in manufacturing to assemble all the components, our final product will cost about $625 to
make. The baseline price we will sell at is $1,200, but will vary based on how we decide to
charge for cloud services or ads if we include them at all. In terms of timing, we would aim to
sell 100 units six months after release in June 2021.

If manufactured on a commercial basis:
Estimated Number of Devices Per year: 500
Estimated Manufacturing Costs for Each Device: $625.90
Estimated Purchase Price for Each Unit: $1,200
Estimated Profit Per Year: $287,050
Estimated Cost for User to Operate Devices: $0.81 per month if left always on

Manufacturability:
PillTank only requires the housing to be manufactured, which would ideally be
structurally simple. The housing will have a port for the power supply and mounts for the
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cameras, screen, and Raspberry Pi. Then the product would need to be assembled with the
Raspberry Pi, two cameras, and screen. This simple manufacturing and assembly process will
make it easier to scale production as demand for our product grows.

Environmental Impact:
What environment impacts are associated with manufacturing or use of the product?
The environmental impacts associated with manufacturing PillTank is its
non-recyclability of its components. The use of plastic for the housing is another way our device
could negatively impact the environment when disposed of.
When used, PillTank will likely be consuming electricity throughout the day like any
other household device. And while minimal in comparison to other objects found in a household,
it will likely be using electricity generated from non-renewable resources.

Which natural resources and ecosystem services does the project use (directly and indirectly)
improve or harm?
Some natural resources used in our project are the components that make up the camera
module and Raspberry Pi. Examples include metal shielding for high frequency circuitry, copper
traces in the PCBs, or solder. These materials are found in nature, and have been likely mined in
third world countries. Furthermore, when disposed of, material like solder is dangerous to the
environment. If it is found that the materials making up the components used are not sourced
ethically, future iterations of PillTank should look for alternative options.
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Does the project impact other species?
The project may impact other species because of where the manufacturing companies are
located for the individual components and our main assembly. Manufacturing companies take up
a lot of vacant land that used to house numerous species. Also, these manufacturing sites release
pollutants into the air, harming surrounding species. Cleaner methods of manufacturing
technology should be explored so our product minimizes the amount of toxins produced.

Sustainability:
Describe any issues or challenges with maintaining the complete device or system.
The largest issue that PillTank faces is making sure that no fingerprints, dust, or water
gets onto the cameras as that would pose a huge difficulty in correctly identifying the pills. We
could possibly create some code that detects whether or not there are particles in the way and ask
the user to wipe the lens, but that takes away our engineering and market requirements of making
this product quick and easy to use.

Describe how the project impacts the sustainable use of resources.
Our project promotes sustainability by being a low-powered device and having a custom
housing. By being a low-powered device, the product should be able to run off of a single 15W
USB-C power supply and the touchscreen’s power supply, reducing power generated from power
stations and making PillTank more sustainable. By having a custom housing, it gives us the
flexibility to determine how much material will be used for the entire housing of the product
depending on the design. A custom housing also allows us to choose what material the housing
will be made from. This could mean a more sustainable material or recycled materials. Overall, it
reduces the carbon footprint and increases the sustainability of our product.
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Describe any upgrades that would improve the design of the project.
The most significant upgrade to our project would be a revision of the pill recognition
algorithm. As we have learned, our solution seems to be inherently flawed. It is difficult to define
a single set of parameters that can consistently convert a pill’s imprint to text that can be read by
OCR programs. A better approach may be to use an AI model and try to extract features of a pill
rather than the imprint itself to use for recognition.
Furthermore, we could implement a version of the project that is handheld and portable to
allow users to take their device on the go. This allows users to use their device when they’re at
home, at work, on vacations, or just about anywhere. We can also implement better cameras for
version 2 along with a personally designed board instead of using the Raspberry Pi to reduce cost
as well as materials. To have a better diagnosis for our customers to report back to their
physicians, we can also include an EKG monitor and glucose monitor on our device to help
doctors get a better grasp about their patients.
In terms of software, we can always upgrade the code remotely, making it better at
identifying pills and also booting up and storing data in a more efficient and secure way.

Describe any issues or challenges associated with upgrading the design.
The challenges of upgrading our design in terms of hardware would be that existing
customers would have to replace their version with the new one. Thus, PillTank V2 might not
sell well if we do not find features that appeal to existing and new customers. For software, the
main challenge we foresee is if a device is not connected to the internet, the elderly may have
trouble connecting their device to the internet on their own.
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Ethical:
The intent behind PillTank is a product that helps identify and monitor the pills that
senior citizens are taking daily. As the inventors, we believe that PillTank allows the public to be
safer and healthier by making them more informed about their medical routine through the
identification of their medical pills. With the patient’s health as our priority, PillTank creates a
new way of preventing misidentification or misprescription of pills.
From a user's perspective, PillTank is a device that when used properly, keeps them safe
and healthy by ensuring that they take the right medication when they can not verify it
themselves. It also stores this medical information, allowing medical professionals to be able to
understand the user’s current medication routine and allow for a more dynamic treatment.
However, some may look at our product as an unethical system that invades privacy. The pill
history contains personal information that people might not want to share, and begs the questions
of where the information is stored, how the information is stored, and who it is accessible by.
These are questions that PillTank needs to address to ensure that users feel our product is safe to
use.
Others may think PillTank is unethical because it could cause medical complications by
providing users with incorrect information. PillTank can’t ensure 100% accuracy in pill
recognition, meaning the device could misread a specific pill and identify it as a different pill.
This raises the question of whether or not the device is medically safe, and that a mechanism
should be put in place so users can know when PillTank is unsure about the pill it is identifying.
In terms of design, PillTank is meant to take on a minimalistic form as to not feel like it is
invading the user’s home, mainly in its physical placement and power consumption. This means
we will try for a simple design that reduces the amount of raw materials we use for the housing,
specifically plastics. By using less plastic, we reduce our carbon footprint.
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For manufacturing, there will be the ethical challenge of producing PillTank humanely, as
we want to keep the manufacturing costs as low as possible without exploiting workers. This
includes paying fair wages, good working conditions, and manufacturing our products in a
manner that doesn’t disrupt the surrounding ecosystem.
Regarding energy consumption, the entire device should be able to run on a low power
USB-C brick, drawing less than 15 watts. Since the device will only be powered for a couple of
minutes to an hour a day, it should not have a large carbon footprint. Even if the device is left
powered on, the entire system should have a standby mode which puts all the electronics of the
system in a low power mode. Compared to many other household items, the entire device could
consume less power than a traditional lightbulb.

Health and Safety:
As mentioned in the “Ethical” section, PillTank’s safety concern is centered around how
securely we can store data locally and on the cloud. Because we will be storing how often the
pills are taken and the prescribed dosages, we need to make sure that this medical data can’t be
accessed by strangers. Once again, as mentioned previously, PillTank poses a health risk if it
misidentifies a pill, causing the user to take the incorrect medication. Thus, our product has to
ensure close to perfect detection to ensure the health and safety of our customers.

Social and Political:
On the societal level, we believe that our product can improve people’s health. PillTank
helps patients with their medication adherence, and provides doctors with more feedback on
what their patients are doing at home. This leads to a more dynamic treatment. Overall, we
believe PillTank will reduce the number of accidents related to taking medication.
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Politically, PillTank may need to be FDA approved if used by doctors, and if the online
databases are not FDA approved, then this could be a major roadblock for PillTank. Furthermore,
if not FDA approved, people may not trust PillTank. Another political issue will be whether or
not a third-party should be allowed to gain medical information about the customer’s prescribed
medication. Many may believe that obtaining medical information is an invasion of privacy that
should only be kept between patients and doctors. To solve this political issue that concerns the
security of our products, we could create agreements guaranteeing the privacy of our customers.

Development:
Currently, all techniques used in this project are known. Pill identification in general is a
widely recognized problem, as studies by Lee et al and Yu et al take AI based approaches to
recognizing pills, while Suntronsuk et al takes an approach most similar to ours using Tesseract
and OpenCV [23] [24] [25]. Techniques that we learned about and were also used in these papers
include binarization, filtering, and morphological operations, which were used to isolate the pill
imprint from the image and convert it to a form readable by Tesseract.
Additional tools and techniques we learned were how to make Alexa commands, how to
make a GUI through Kivy, and how to thread programs on a Raspberry Pi. These techniques
were learned by looking at the respective API for each of these tools
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Full Schematics
Fully Assembled Device Drawing
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Raspberry Pi 4 to Flash Memory Pin Mapping:
Flash Memory Pin

Raspberry Pi 4 Pin

1 (CS)

24 (GPIO 8)

2 (DO)

21 (GPIO 9)

3 (WP)

1 (3V3 power)

4 (GND)

39 (Ground)

5 (DI)

19 (GPIO 10)

6 (CLK)

23 (GPIO 11)

7 (HOLD)

1 (3V3 power)

8 (VCC)

1 (3V3 power)

Flash memory pin 1 (CS) is connected to flash memory pin 8 (VCC) with a 100 Ohm resistor.
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Pins used and their connections by the Raspberry Pi
Overall:

Used by flash:
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Code
HomeScreen.py:
#!/usr/bin/env python3
import kivy
import os
# import StackOverflow.globalvariables as GlobalVariables
kivy.require('2.0.0')
from os import system
from pill_recognition import read_pill
import scanned
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

kivy.app import App
kivy.uix.widget import Widget
kivy.uix.label import Label
kivy.uix.button import Button
kivy.uix.togglebutton import ToggleButton
kivy.uix.dropdown import DropDown
kivy.uix.gridlayout import GridLayout
kivy.uix.boxlayout import BoxLayout
kivy.uix.pagelayout import PageLayout
kivy.uix.screenmanager import ScreenManager, Screen
kivy.uix.recycleview import RecycleView
kivy.uix.recycleview.views import RecycleDataViewBehavior
kivy.uix.recycleboxlayout import RecycleBoxLayout
kivy.properties import BooleanProperty, StringProperty

from kivy.lang import Builder
from kivy.config import Config
from kivy.core.window import Window
# Setting app size (Pi Touchscreen uses 800x480)
Config.set('graphics', 'width', '1920')
Config.set('graphics', 'height', '1080')
Window.size = (1920, 1080)
Builder.load_file('PillTankRoot.kv')
Window.fullscreen = False

class PillTankRoot(BoxLayout):
#Root Class
def __init__(self, **kwargs):
super(PillTankRoot, self).__init__(**kwargs)
self.screen_list = []
sm = ScreenManager()
sm.add_widget(Profile(name = 'Profile'))
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sm.add_widget(SettingsScreen(name = 'SettingsScreen'))
PillTank.root = self
PillTank.sm = sm
def changeScreen(self, next_screen):
screens = "Profile History SettingsScreen".split()
if next_screen == "HomeScreen":
self.ids.screen_manager.current = "HomeScreen"
elif next_screen == "SettingsScreen":
self.ids.screen_manager.current = "SettingsScreen"
elif next_screen == "Profile":
self.ids.screen_manager.current = "Profile"
else:
self.ids.screen_manager.current = next_screen
pass
def getRecents(self):
os.system('./History.py')
pass
def power(self):
# os.system('sudo reboot')
os.system('echo \'1-1\' |sudo tee /sys/bus/usb/drivers/usb/unbind')
pass
def launch(self):
read_pill()
# HomeScreen
class HomeScreen(App):
def __init__(self,**kwargs):
super(HomeScreen, self).__init__(**kwargs)
def build(self):
return PillTankRoot()
PillTank = HomeScreen()
# Other Screens
class Profile(Screen):
def __init__(self, **kwargs):
super(Profile,self).__init__(**kwargs)
def build(self):
pass
class SettingsScreen(Screen):
def __init__(self, **kwargs):
super(SettingsScreen,self).__init__(**kwargs)
def build(self):
pass
if __name__ == '__main__':
PillTank.run()
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PillTankRoot.kv
#:kivy 2.0.0
<PillTankRoot>:
manager: screen_manager
ScreenManager:
id: screen_manager
HomeScreen:
id: HomeScreen
name: "HomeScreen"
manager: screen_manager
Profile:
id: Profile
name: "Profile"
manager: screen_manager
SettingsScreen:
id: SettingsScreen
name: "SettingsScreen"
maanger: screen_manager
<HomeScreen@Screen>:
GridLayout:
orientation: 'lr-tb'
cols: 2
rows: 2
padding: root.width * .02, root.height * .02
spacing: min(root.width, root.height) * .02
Button: #Detect Image Button
text: "Read Pills"
# Label
font_size: '32dp'
# Font Size
text_size: None, self.height
# Needed to Align text
valign: 'bottom'
# Align Text to the bottom of
the button
color: 0,0,0,1
# Text Color in RGBA
background_normal: 'Camera.jpg' # Background Image of Camera
Icon
# background_down: Fill in with Image of pushed down
on_release: app.root.launch()
Button: #History Button
text: "History"
font_size: '32dp'
text_size: None, self.height
valign: 'bottom'

#
#
#
#

Label
Font Size
Needed to Align text
Align Text to the bottom of

the button
color: 0,0,0,1

# Text Color in RGBA

# Button Image
background_normal: 'recent.png'
# background_down: Button pushed image
on_release:
app.root.getRecents()
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Button: #Profile Button
text: "Profile"
font_size: '32dp'
text_size: None, self.height
valign: 'bottom'

#
#
#
#

Label
Font Size
Needed to Align text
Align Text to the bottom of

the button
color: 0,0,0,1
# Text Color in RGBA
background_normal: 'profile.png'
# background_down: Button pushed image
on_release:
app.root.changeScreen(self.text)
app.root.manager.transition.direction = 'left'
Button: #SettingsScreen Button
text: "SettingsScreen"
font_size: '32dp'
text_size: None, self.height
valign: 'bottom'

# Label
# Font Size
# Needed to Align text
# Align Text to the bottom of

the button
color: 0,0,0,1
# Text Color in RGBA
background_normal: 'settings.png'
# background_down: Button pushed image
on_release:
app.root.changeScreen(self.text)
app.root.manager.transition.direction = 'left'
<Profile@Screen>:
BoxLayout:
orientation: 'vertical'
padding: root.width * .02, root.height * .02
spacing: min(root.width, root.height) * .02
ActionBar:
pos_hint: {'top': 1}
ActionView:
use_separator: True
ActionPrevious:
with_previous: False
ActionButton:
icon: 'BackButton.jpg'
on_release:
app.root.changeScreen('HomeScreen')
app.root.manager.transition.direction =
'right'
<SettingsScreen@Screen>:
BoxLayout:
orientation: 'vertical'
padding: root.width * .02, root.height * .02
spacing: min(root.width, root.height) * .02
ActionBar:
pos_hint: {'top': 1}
ActionView:
use_separator: True
ActionPrevious:
with_previous: False
ActionButton:
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icon: 'BackButton.jpg'
on_release:
app.root.changeScreen('HomeScreen')
app.root.manager.transition.direction =
'right'
ActionOverflow:
ActionButton:
size: self.size
text: "Advanced GUI SettingsScreen"
on_press: app.open_SettingsScreen()

History.py:
#!/usr/bin/env python3
import kivy
import os
import scanned
kivy.require('2.0.0')
from os import system
from pill_recognition import read_pill

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

kivy.app import App
kivy.uix.widget import Widget
kivy.uix.label import Label
kivy.uix.button import Button
kivy.uix.togglebutton import ToggleButton
kivy.uix.dropdown import DropDown
kivy.uix.gridlayout import GridLayout
kivy.uix.boxlayout import BoxLayout
kivy.uix.pagelayout import PageLayout
kivy.uix.screenmanager import ScreenManager, Screen
kivy.uix.recycleview import RecycleView
kivy.uix.recycleview.views import RecycleDataViewBehavior
kivy.uix.recycleboxlayout import RecycleBoxLayout
kivy.uix.actionbar import ActionBar
kivy.properties import BooleanProperty, StringProperty

from kivy.lang import Builder
from kivy.config import Config
from kivy.core.window import Window
# Setting app size (Pi Touchscreen uses 800x480)
Config.set('graphics', 'width', '1920')
Config.set('graphics', 'height', '1080')
Window.size = (1920, 1080)
Window.fullscreen = False
Builder.load_file('History.kv')
# Init RecycleView
class RV(RecycleView):
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def __init__(self,**kwargs):
super(RV,self).__init__(**kwargs)
recents = scanned.findimprint('found.txt','imprints.txt')
self.data = [{'viewclass': 'Button','text': x[0]} for x in recents]
def build(self):
return layout
class History(Screen):
def __init__(self, **kwargs):
super(History, self).__init__(**kwargs)
def build(self):
return RV()
class HistoryApp(App):
def __init__(self,**kwargs):
super(HistoryApp,self).__init__(**kwargs)
def build(self):
return History()
if __name__ == '__main__':
HistoryApp().run()

History.kv:
#:kivy 2.0.0
<RV>:
viewclass: 'Button'
RecycleBoxLayout:
default_size: None, dp(56)
default_size_hint: 1, None
size_hint_y: None
height: self.minimum_height
orientation: 'vertical'
padding: root.width * .04, root.height * .04
<History@Screen>:
BoxLayout:
padding: root.width * .04, root.height * .04
spacing: min(root.width, root.height) * .02
RV:
ActionBar:
pos_hint: {'top': 1}
ActionView:
use_separator: True
ActionPrevious:
title: 'History'
with_previous: False
ActionButton:
icon: 'BackButton.jpg'
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on_release:
app.get_running_app().stop()

Pill_recognition.py:
import numpy as np
import cv2 as cv
import pytesseract
import imutils
import re
import preprocess_pill as pp
from picamera import PiCamera
import sys
from time import *

def read_pill():
curr_time = strftime("%Y-%m-%d-%H:%M:%S", localtime())
kernel_3x3 = np.ones((3, 3), np.uint8)
kernel_5x5 = np.ones((5, 5), np.uint8)
# while (1):
# usr_cmd = input("Take new picture? (y/n): ")
# if usr_cmd == "y":
# -------- Load image and resize -------# im =
cv.imread('C:\python_code\senior_project\camera_images_8\ptest.jpg')
# im =
cv.imread('C:\python_code\senior_project\camera_images_5\setup20_5729_cropped.jpg')
camera = PiCamera()
camera.start_preview()
sleep(5)
camera.capture(curr_time + '.jpg')
camera.stop_preview()
camera.close()
# -------- Load image and resize -------pp_raw_thresh1_list = [20, 20]
pp_raw_thresh2_list = [10, 10]
ROI_canny_thresh1_list = [40, 20]
ROI_canny_thresh2_list = [40, 20]
pp_text_blk_list = [9, 15]
pp_text_const_list = [2, 3]
filt_txt_min_width_list = [10, 10]
filt_txt_min_height_list = [30, 30]
tess_dilation_list = [1, 5]
tess_erosion_list = [1, 5]
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draw_mode_list = [-1, -1]
num_modes = len(pp_raw_thresh1_list)
for i in range(num_modes):
print("------------------------\nCurrent mode = ", i)
pp_raw_thresh1 = pp_raw_thresh1_list[i]
pp_raw_thresh2 = pp_raw_thresh2_list[i]
ROI_canny_thresh1 = ROI_canny_thresh1_list[i]
ROI_canny_thresh2 = ROI_canny_thresh2_list[i]
pp_text_blk = pp_text_blk_list[i]
pp_text_const = pp_text_const_list[i]
filt_txt_min_width = filt_txt_min_width_list[i]
filt_txt_min_height = filt_txt_min_height_list[i]
tess_dilation = tess_dilation_list[i]
tess_erosion = tess_erosion_list[i]
draw_mode = draw_mode_list[i]
# -------- Load image and resize -------try:
im = cv.imread(curr_time + '.jpg')
# im =
cv.imread('C:\python_code\senior_project\camera_images_5\setup20_5729_cropped.jpg')
im = pp.resize_im(im, 700)
except:
print("Error: Couldn't Read Image")
sys.exit()
# WIDTH = 1000
# HEIGHT = 1000
# cv.namedWindow('debug - pill original', cv.WINDOW_NORMAL)
# cv.imshow('debug - pill original', im)
# cv.resizeWindow('debug - pill original', WIDTH, HEIGHT)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()

# -------- Preprocess RGB image to a dilated binary and get contours -------im_dilate = pp.preprocess_raw(im, kernel_3x3, pp_raw_thresh1, pp_raw_thresh2)
# cv.namedWindow('debug - preprocess_raw', cv.WINDOW_NORMAL)
# cv.imshow('debug - preprocess_raw', im_dilate)
# cv.resizeWindow('debug - preprocess_raw', WIDTH, HEIGHT)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()

# -------- Isloate the pill from the background -------try:
# Start by finding contours in the image
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im_cnts = cv.findContours(im_dilate.copy(), cv.RETR_EXTERNAL,
cv.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
im_cnts = imutils.grab_contours(im_cnts)
imageROI, min_h = pp.get_roi(im_cnts, im) # Find the ROI - pill contour
except:
print("Error: Couldn't find pill ROI")
sys.exit()
im_horizontal = pp.rotate_im(imageROI, kernel_3x3, min_h, pp_raw_thresh1,
pp_raw_thresh2) # rotate until horizontal
# Image is either horizontal or the same if it is a circular pill and cropped
# Add 10 pixel black border to the image to help with cropping
im_horizontal = pp.add_border(im_horizontal, 10)
# cv.imshow("debug - horizontal im with border", im_horizontal)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
im_horz_crop = pp.crop_horz(im_horizontal) # Isolate the pill ROI
# cv.imshow('debug - cropped horizontal', im_horz_crop)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
# Add 10 pixel black border to cropped image for contour detection
im_horz_crop = pp.add_border(im_horz_crop, 10)
# cv.imshow('debug - cropped horizontal with border', im_horz_crop)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
# With the new image, crop and resize before you find the text area. Helps
with consistency
# Resize image to be 500 pixels tall to help with conistency
# Find text area and get just the text
im_resized = pp.resize_im(im_horz_crop, 220)
# cv.imshow('debug - resized crop', im_resized)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()

# -------- Find the text area from isoalted pill ROI -------# Now that the image is resized, find the contours. Should be more consistent
at this point
im_gray = cv.cvtColor(im_resized, cv.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
im_canny = cv.Canny(im_gray, ROI_canny_thresh1, ROI_canny_thresh2) # Higher
threshold means more aggressive
im_dilate = cv.dilate(im_canny, kernel_3x3, iterations=1) # make lines
thicker by dilating
im_thresh = cv.adaptiveThreshold(im_dilate, 255,
cv.ADAPTIVE_THRESH_GAUSSIAN_C, cv.THRESH_BINARY,
5, 4)
try:
contours, hierarchy = cv.findContours(im_thresh, cv.RETR_LIST,
cv.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE) # detect contours
contours_sorted = sorted(contours, key=cv.contourArea, reverse=True)
except:
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print("Error: Couldn't isolate text contours")
sys.exit()
# cv.imshow('debug - resize thresholded', im_thresh)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
# With the new contours, we can find the entire area that is thought to
include the text.
try:
mask_text_dilate, mask_text = pp.find_text(im_thresh, contours_sorted)
except:
print("Error: Couldn't get text mask")
sys.exit()
# cv.imshow('debug - text area mask', mask_text)
# cv.imshow('debug - text area mask dilated', mask_text_dilate)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()

# -------- Using text area mask, get actual text area from original image
-------- #
# now that you have a mask with the text area, find it and crop from original
image
try:
cnt_text_area, hierarchy = cv.findContours(mask_text_dilate, cv.RETR_LIST,
cv.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
cnt_text_area = max(cnt_text_area, key=cv.contourArea) # assume largest
contour is text area
except:
print("Error: Couldn't isolate text area")
sys.exit()
x_text_area, y_text_area, w_text_area, h_text_area =
cv.boundingRect(cnt_text_area)
# FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES ONLY
im_crop_text = im_resized[y_text_area:y_text_area + h_text_area,
x_text_area:x_text_area + w_text_area]
# cv.imshow('debug - cropped image of only', im_crop_text)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
im_text_only = pp.rotate_text(im_resized, mask_text_dilate,
x_text_area, y_text_area, w_text_area,
h_text_area)
im_text_only = pp.resize_im(im_text_only, 50)
# cv.imshow('debug - text only', im_text_only)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()

# -------- Preprocess text image for text extraction -------# Process the text image
im_text_only_thresh = pp.preprocess_text(im_text_only, kernel_3x3,
pp_text_blk, pp_text_const)
# cv.imshow('debug - thresholded text only', im_text_only_thresh)
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# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
im_text_only_thresh = pp.resize_im(im_text_only_thresh, 100)
im_text_only = pp.resize_im(im_text_only, 100)

# -------- Extract Text -------try:
# Get contours and threshold them
filtered_text = pp.filter_text_im(im_text_only_thresh, im_text_only,
filt_txt_min_width, filt_txt_min_height, draw_mode)
filtered_text_flip = imutils.rotate_bound(filtered_text, 180)
except:
print("Error: Couldn't process text area")
sys.exit()
filtered_text_flip = pp.resize_im(filtered_text_flip, 300)
filtered_text = pp.resize_im(filtered_text, 300)
filtered_text = cv.dilate(filtered_text, kernel_3x3, iterations=tess_dilation)
filtered_text_flip = cv.dilate(filtered_text_flip, kernel_3x3,
iterations=tess_erosion)
# cv.imshow('debug - filtered text', filtered_text)
# cv.imshow('debug - filtered text flipped', filtered_text_flip)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()

# -------- Identify Text -------text_no_flip = pytesseract.image_to_string(filtered_text, lang='eng',
config='--psm 6 --oem 3 -c
tessedit_char_whitelist=0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
')
text_flip = pytesseract.image_to_string(filtered_text_flip, lang='eng',
config='--psm 6 --oem 3 -c
tessedit_char_whitelist=0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
')
print("Text Im No Flip: ", text_no_flip)
print("Text Im Flipped: ", text_flip)
print("Press any key to continue \n")
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
f = open('found.txt', 'a')
text_flip = re.sub(r'\W+','', text_flip)
text_no_flip = re.sub(r'\W+','', text_no_flip)
f.write(text_no_flip + "|" + curr_time + '\n')
f.write(text_flip + "|" + curr_time + '\n')
# return (text_no_flip,text_flip)
# else:
#
print("Quitting")
#
break
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Preprocess_pill.py:
import
import
import
import

numpy as np
cv2 as cv
pytesseract
imutils

# Description:
#
Applies grayscale, gaussian blur, canny edge detection, and dilation
#
to an image taken from the pi camera.
# Inputs:
#
im (Mat) - image to apply preprocessing to
#
kernel (Array of Arrays) - 2D array of ones. Kernel size for dilation
# Outputs:
#
im_dilate (Mat) - image with preprocessing applied
def preprocess_raw(im, kernel, thresh1, thresh2):
# Preprocess to prepare for contour detection
im_gray = cv.cvtColor(im, cv.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
im_gray = cv.GaussianBlur(im_gray, (3, 3), 0)
im_edged = cv.Canny(im_gray, thresh1, thresh2)
im_dilate = cv.dilate(im_edged, kernel, iterations=1) # dilate to help with
contours
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

WIDTH = 1000
HEIGHT = 1000
cv.namedWindow('debug - preprocess_raw gray', cv.WINDOW_NORMAL)
cv.imshow('debug - preprocess_raw gray', im_gray)
cv.resizeWindow('debug - preprocess_raw', WIDTH, HEIGHT)
cv.namedWindow('debug - preprocess_raw edge', cv.WINDOW_NORMAL)
cv.imshow('debug - preprocess_raw edge', im_edged)
cv.imshow('debug - preprocess_raw dilate', im_dilate)
cv.waitKey()
cv.destroyAllWindows()

return im_dilate

# Description:
#
Finds the region of interest ROI of a preprcoessed image and returns
#
a cropped image of the ROI.
# Inputs:
#
im_cnts (array) - Array of contours found from the preprocessed iamge.
#
im (Mat) - original image to find the ROI on
# Outputs:
#
imageROI (Mat) - Isolated image with just the ROI
#
min_h (int) - height of the ROI. Used for later filtering.
def get_roi(im_cnts, im):
# ensure at least one contour was found
if len(im_cnts) > 0:
# grab the largest contour, then draw a mask for the pill
c = max(im_cnts, key=cv.contourArea)
mask = np.zeros(cv.cvtColor(im, cv.COLOR_BGR2GRAY).shape, dtype="uint8")
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cv.drawContours(mask, [c], -1, 255, -1)
# WIDTH = 1000
# HEIGHT = 1000
# cv.namedWindow('debug - rotate mask', cv.WINDOW_NORMAL)
# cv.imshow('debug - rotate mask', mask)
# cv.resizeWindow('debug - rotate mask', WIDTH, HEIGHT)
# cv.waitKey()
# compute its bounding box of pill, then extract the ROI,
# and apply the mask
(x, y, min_w, min_h) = cv.boundingRect(c)
imageROI = im[y:y + min_h, x:x + min_w]
maskROI = mask[y:y + min_h, x:x + min_w]
imageROI = cv.bitwise_and(imageROI, imageROI, mask=maskROI)
return imageROI, min_h

# Description:
#
Rotates a given image by 1deg, and returns the image with the smallest
#
height aka a horizontal image.
# Inputs:
#
imageROI (Mat) - Image isolated to the ROI to rotate to be horizontal
#
kernel (Array of Arrays) - 2D array of ones. Kernel size for dilation
#
min_h (int) - height of the imageROI
# Outputs:
#
im_horizontal (Mat) - Horizontal version of imageROI
def rotate_im(imageROI, kernel, min_h, thresh1, thresh2):
im_horizontal = imageROI.copy() # if circular, just assign im_horizontal to image
# loop over the rotation angles again, this time ensure the
# entire pill is still within the ROI after rotation
for angle in np.arange(0, 360, 1):
rotated = imutils.rotate_bound(imageROI, angle) # rotate the image
# cv.imshow("debug - rotated image", rotated)
# cv.waitKey(0)
# Get the contours of the image again
im_dilate = preprocess_raw(rotated, kernel, thresh1, thresh2)
cnts_rot = cv.findContours(im_dilate.copy(), cv.RETR_EXTERNAL,
cv.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
cnts_rot = imutils.grab_contours(cnts_rot)
c = max(cnts_rot, key=cv.contourArea)
x, y, w, h = cv.boundingRect(c) # draw a bounding box
# print('min h = ', h, ' current h = ', h)
if h < min_h:
min_h = h
im_horizontal = rotated.copy()
# cv.imshow("debug - rotating image", rotated)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.imshow("debug - horizontal image", im_horizontal)
# cv.waitKey()
return im_horizontal
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# Description:
#
Adds a border to a given image. This makes sure that the ROI does not
#
run into the edge of the image and clean contours are still found.
# Inputs:
#
im (Mat) - image to add border to
#
border_size (int) - pixel amount to add to each side of the image.
# Outputs:
#
im_border (Mat) - image with border added.
def add_border(im, border_size):
border_size = border_size
borderType = cv.BORDER_CONSTANT
im_border = cv.copyMakeBorder(im, border_size, border_size, border_size,
border_size, borderType, value=[0, 0, 0])
return im_border

# Description:
#
Crops a given image to maximize the ROI.
# Inputs:
#
im_horz (Mat) - image to crop. Usually a horizontal one.
# Outputs:
#
im_crop (Mat) - cropped image to maximize the ROI.
def crop_horz(im_horz):
im_horz_gray = cv.cvtColor(im_horz, cv.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
im_horz_blur = cv.GaussianBlur(im_horz_gray, (5,5), 0)
im_horz_edge = cv.Canny(im_horz_blur, 50, 200, 255)
im_horz_edge = cv.dilate(im_horz_edge, np.ones((3, 3), np.uint8), iterations=3)
im_horz_edge = cv.erode(im_horz_edge, np.ones((3, 3), np.uint8), iterations=3)

# find contours in the edge map, then sort them by their size in descending order
contours, hierarchy = cv.findContours(im_horz_edge, cv.RETR_EXTERNAL,
cv.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
contours = sorted(contours, key=cv.contourArea, reverse=True)
pill_cnt = contours[0] # assuming only 1 pill
x,y,w,h = cv.boundingRect(pill_cnt)
im_crop = im_horz[y:y+h, x:x+w]
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

debug_thresh = im_horz.copy()
for c in contours:
x, y, w, h = cv.boundingRect(c)
cv.rectangle(debug_thresh, (x, y), (x + w, y + h), (255, 0, 0), 2)
# print('w = ', w, ' h = ', h)
cv.imshow("TEST1", im_horz_edge)
cv.imshow("TEST2", im_crop)
cv.imshow("TEST3", debug_thresh)
cv.waitKey()

return im_crop

# Description:
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#
Resizes image to a certain height or width while maintaining aspect ratio
#
if only one of them is specified. If both are specified, image is resized
#
to those dimensions with no regard for aspect ratio.
# Inputs:
#
im (Mat) - image to resize
#
height (int) - Defaulted to None. Height to resize image to.
#
width (int) - Defaulted to None. Width to resize image to.
#
inter (int) - interpolation to use. Defautled to cv.INTER_AREA
# Outputs:
#
im_resized (Mat) - Resized iamge.
def resize_im(im, height=None, width=None, inter=cv.INTER_AREA):
(h, w) = im.shape[:2]
if height is None and width is None:
return im
elif width is None:
asp_ratio = height / float(h)
dim = (int(w * asp_ratio), height)
elif height is None:
asp_ratio = width / float(w)
dim = (w, int(h * asp_ratio))
else:
dim = (height, width)
im_resized = cv.resize(im, dim, interpolation=inter)
return im_resized

# Description:
#
Finds the text of a pill that has been fully preprocessed.
#
Meaning blur, grayscale, cropped, resized, rotated, and so on.
#
Does this by filtering all the contours in the image based on pixel area.
# Inputs:
#
im_thresh (Mat) - image of pill that has been thresholded
#
contours_sorted (Array of Arrays) - Contours of the thresholded
#
image that have been sorted from largest to smallest in terms
#
of area.
# Outputs:
#
mask_text_dilate (Mat) - Isolated text contours that are dilated.
#
mask_test (Mat) - Isolated text contours.
def find_text(im_thresh, contours_sorted):
mask_text = np.zeros(im_thresh.shape, dtype="uint8")
x_pill, y_pill, w_pill, h_pill = cv.boundingRect(contours_sorted[0])
pill_area = w_pill * h_pill # Area of the pill itself.
# Min height and width the text is allowed to be
min_width = 20
min_height = 30
# For each contour, check that they are no bigger than the pill itself and large
# enough in terms of height and width. This helps remove noise and the pill area.
for c in contours_sorted:
x, y, w, h = cv.boundingRect(c)
if w * h < 0.5 * pill_area and w > min_width and h > min_height :
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cv.drawContours(mask_text, [c], 0, (255, 255, 255), 3)
# cv.rectangle(mask, (x, y), (x + w, y + h), (255, 0, 0), 2)
mask_text_dilate = cv.dilate(mask_text, np.ones((3, 3), np.uint8), iterations=5) #
blob the text together
return mask_text_dilate, mask_text

# Description:
#
Rotate the text to be horizontal. Precision of 1deg
# Inputs:
#
im_resized (Mat) - Resized image with the text.
#
mask_dilate (Mat) - dilated text area
#
x_text_area (int) - x coordinates of the text
#
y_text_area (int) - y coordinates of the text
#
w_text_area (int) - width of the text area
#
h_text_area (int) - height of the text area
# Outputs:
#
im_text_only (Mat) - Rotated image of just the text
def rotate_text(im_resized, mask_dilate, x_text_area, y_text_area, w_text_area,
h_text_area):
h_min = h_text_area
w_max = w_text_area
text_mask_horizontal = mask_dilate.copy()
x_text = x_text_area
y_text = y_text_area
h_text = h_text_area
w_text = w_text_area
angle_horz = 0
# rotate the dilated text area until horizontal
for angle in np.arange(0, 360, 1):
rotated_text_mask = imutils.rotate_bound(mask_dilate, angle)
cnts_rot = cv.findContours(rotated_text_mask.copy(), cv.RETR_EXTERNAL,
cv.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
cnts_rot = imutils.grab_contours(cnts_rot)
c = max(cnts_rot, key=cv.contourArea)
x, y, w, h = cv.boundingRect(c)
# rotate the text area to be horizontal
cv.rectangle(rotated_text_mask, (x, y), (x + w, y + h), (255, 0, 0), 2)
if h < h_min or (h == h_min and w > w_max):
h_min = h
w_max = w
x_text = x
y_text = y
h_text = h
w_text = w
angle_horz = angle
text_mask_horizontal = rotated_text_mask.copy()
# cv.imshow('debug - rotating text area', rotated_text_mask)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
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im_crop_horizontal = imutils.rotate_bound(im_resized, angle_horz)
im_text_only = im_crop_horizontal[y_text:y_text+h_text, x_text:x_text+w_text]
# cv.imshow('debug - text mask horizontal', text_mask_horizontal)
# cv.imshow('debug - horizontal image', im_crop_horizontal)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
return im_text_only

# Description:
#
Applies grayscale and thresholding to the isolated text area to prepare
#
for extraction. Can optionally include other options.
# Inputs:
#
im_text_only (Mat) - image of isolated text to apply preprocessing to
#
kernel (Array of Arrays) - 2D array of ones. Kernel size for dilation
# Outputs:
#
im_text_onnly_thresh (Mat) - Thresholded image of just the text
def preprocess_text(im_text_only, kernel, blk_size, const):
alpha = 1 # [1.0, 3.0]
beta = 0 # [0, 100]
# for c in cnt_text:
im_text_only_gray = cv.cvtColor(im_text_only, cv.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
# cv.imshow('debug - function preprocess_text - im_text_only_gray',
im_text_only_gray)
# im_text_only_bilat = cv.bilateralFilter(im_text_only_gray, 7, 30, 30)
# im_text_only_contrast = cv.convertScaleAbs(im_text_only_bilat, alpha=alpha,
beta=beta) # apply the contrast
im_text_only_thresh = cv.adaptiveThreshold(im_text_only_gray, 255,
cv.ADAPTIVE_THRESH_MEAN_C, cv.THRESH_BINARY, blk_size, const)
im_text_only_thresh = cv.erode(im_text_only_thresh, kernel, iterations=1)
im_text_only_thresh = cv.dilate(im_text_only_thresh, kernel, iterations=1)

return im_text_only_thresh

# Description:
#
Given the thresholded text image, threshold it to isoalte the text from the
background.
# Inputs:
#
im_text_only_thresh (Mat) - Thresholded image of the text area
#
im_text_only (Mat) - Original image of the text area
# Outputs:
#
filtered_text (Mat) - Binary image of the isoalted text contours
def filter_text_im(im_text_only_thresh, im_text_only, min_width, min_height,
draw_mode):
im_text_gray = cv.cvtColor(im_text_only, cv.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
cont_text_only, hierarchy = cv.findContours(im_text_only_thresh, cv.RETR_LIST,
cv.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
(w_im, h_im)= im_text_gray.shape[:2]
# for each image, filter through their contours and remove noise.
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sort_area = sorted(cont_text_only, key=cv.contourArea, reverse=True) # sort big to
small.
mask_temp = np.zeros(im_text_gray.shape, np.uint8)
debug_cont = im_text_only.copy()
debug_thresh = im_text_only_thresh.copy()
for c in sort_area:
x, y, w, h = cv.boundingRect(c)
cv.rectangle(debug_thresh, (x, y), (x + w, y + h), (0, 0, 0), 2)
# print('w = ', w, ' h = ', h)
if w > min_width and h > min_height and h*w < w_im*h_im*0.9:
cv.drawContours(mask_temp, [c], 0, (255, 255, 255), draw_mode)
cv.rectangle(debug_cont, (x, y), (x + w, y + h), (255, 0, 0), 2)
mask_temp = 255 - mask_temp
filtered_text = np.zeros(im_text_gray.shape, np.uint8) + 255
filtered_text[mask_temp == 0] = im_text_only_thresh[mask_temp == 0]

w, h = filtered_text.shape[:2]
print('width = ', w, ' height = ', h)
# cv.imshow('debug - filtered text', filtered_text)
# cv.imshow('debug - only detected contours text', debug_cont)
# cv.imshow('debug - all detected contours text', debug_thresh)
# cv.waitKey()
# cv.destroyAllWindows()
return filtered_text

Scanned.py:
from difflib import SequenceMatcher
def parsejson(jsonfile):
f = open(jsonfile,'r')
lines = f.readlines()
count = 0
for med in lines:
count += 1
name = ''
color = ''
imprint = ''
for obj in med.split(","):
# print(obj)
if ("\"name\"" in obj):
name = obj.split(":")[1].replace("\"", "")
# print(name)
if ("\"imprint\"" in obj):
imprint = obj.split(":")[1].replace("\"", "")
# print(imprint)
if ("\"color\"" in obj):
color = obj.split(":")[1].replace("\"","")
# print(color)
print(name.strip(" ") + "\t" + imprint.strip(" ") + "\t" + color)
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# print(imprint)
f.close()

def similar (a,b):
return SequenceMatcher(None, a,b).ratio()
def findimprint(found, imprintfile):
mydict = dict()
numImprint = 0
imprintFound = False
# Open the file in read only mode
f = open(found,"r")
history = open("history.txt",'w')
alexa = open("alexa.txt",'w')
found = f.read()
found = found.split('\n')
if ('' in found):
found.remove('')
possible = dict()
found_pills = []
pill_results = []
time = []
for line in found:
# print(line)
x = line.split('|')[0]
time.append(line.split('|')[1])
# print(x)
possible[x] = []
mydict[x] = []
# print(time)
# print(mydict[])
# print(found)
for found_imprint in found: # Found is the data in found.txt split up into a list
where each element is a line
numImprint += 1
time = found_imprint.split('|')[1]
found_imprint = found_imprint.split('|')[0]
# print(time)
with open(imprintfile, 'r') as database:
for line in database:
# For every line in the pill imprint database,
# For each line, check if line contains the string
# Gets only the imprint from the line
line = line.replace('\n','').split('\t')
if len(line) > 1:
# If its not an empty line, split the imprints up
# print(line[1])
imprints = line[1].split(';')
# print(imprints)
if found_imprint in imprints:
# If one of the imprints is in that
line, then append it to the list for that imprint
# print(found_imprint)
# print(line)
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possible[found_imprint].append(line)
# Dictionary containing
all the imprints as keys and the possible pill names + corresponding imprints as
values
# print(line)
imprintFound = True
# At this point, the necessary data is possible, where possible is a
dictionary of the data. Imprints are the Keys and the pill names + corresponding
imprints as the values
best_match = []
# print(possible)
for possible_matches in possible[found_imprint]:
# Search through the
dictionary key by key, where the keys are the found imprints. Possible matches are the
possible pill names + corresponding imprints
similarity = 0
# print(possible_matches)
for imprints in possible_matches[1].split(";"): # For every imprint that
is a possible match
# print(possible_matches[1].split(";"))
# print(similar(found_imprint,imprints))
similarity += similar(found_imprint,imprints) # Find the similarity
between the scanned imprint and the database imprint
best_match.append(similarity)
# Add that similarity into a list
# Now we have the similarities scores for all the possible pills that the
scannedImprint could be
# Check every 4 imprints, if the imprint hasn't been found yet and it has
checked 4, add in "Error not found"
# if len(best_match) > 0:
#
print(possible[found_imprint][best_match.index(max(best_match))])
if (numImprint % 4 == 0) and (not(imprintFound)):
imprintFound = False
pill_results.append(["Error Not Found"+'
',found_imprint])
# Results for Alexa (Doesn't include timestamp)
found_pills.append(["Error Not Found"+'
'+time,found_imprint])
elif not(numImprint % 4 == 0): #If it hasn't checked the group of 4 yet
# print(possible[found_imprint][best_match.index(max(best_match))])
# print(possible)
# print(numImprint)
if len(best_match) > 0:
# print(best_match)
imprintFound = True
found_pills.append([possible[found_imprint][best_match.index(max(best_match))][0]+'
'+time]) # Results with timestamps
pill_results.append(possible[found_imprint][best_match.index(max(best_match))])
Results for Alexa (Doesn't include timestamp)
elif imprintFound and numImprint % 4 == 0:
imprintFound = False
f.close()
# Write Cleaned Data to files
for stuff in pill_results:
alexa.write(stuff[0]+'\n')

#
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for stuff in found_pills:
history.write(stuff[0] + '\n')
history.close()
alexa.close()
return found_pills

Toplevel.py:
#!/usr/bin/env python3
import logging
import threading
import time
import os
from datetime import datetime

#README:
# For Aaron Testing GUI: Do not run Process ID 3 and 4 if you wanna test out your gui
functionality until that is confirmed to be working
#Also, dont run 3 at all unless 70 hours or something after using ngrok
#For the try except in ID=2, that is for checking the file if there or not and then
download from the cloud. CHange /home/pi to your local directory
def parseFileWordByWord(fileName):
with open(fileName,'r') as file:
# reading each line
for line in file:
# reading each word
for word in line.split():
# displaying the words
print(word)
def thread_function(name):
#ID=1 is doing the GUI/ LUCAS code
if (name==1):
logging.info("Thread %s: starting", name)
os.system('./HomeScreen.py') #run the GUI
logging.info("Thread %s: finishing", name)
#ID=2 is checking the file and then sending stuff to FLASH and GOOGLE CLOUD
elif (name==2):
logging.info("Thread %s: starting", name)
#os.system('mtime')
try:
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filetime=os.popen('stat -c %Y history.txt').read()
except:
os.system('gsutil cp gs://pilltank-test-haydentam history.txt /home/pi')
#change /home/pi to local working directory and do the same for images to pull out too
filetime=os.popen('stat -c %Y history.txt').read()
#parseFileWordByWord('testing.txt')
while(1):
filetimeCheck=os.popen('stat -c %Y history.txt').read()
if(filetime!=filetimeCheck):
filetime=filetimeCheck
print("FileTime has been changed to", filetimeCheck)
#I need to call on a C executable that hardcodes the databeing sent
filename = os.popen('ls -Art *.jpg | tail -n 1').read().split('\n')[0]
os.system('gsutil cp found.txt gs://pilltank-test-haydentam') # upload
the text file to the cloud overwriting it
print("uploading found.txt")
os.system('gsutil cp history.txt gs://pilltank-test-haydentam')
print("uploading history.txt")
os.system('gsutil cp alexa.txt gs://pilltank-test-haydentam')
print("uploading alexa.txt")
# print('gsutil cp ' + filename + ' gs://pilltank-test-haydentam')
os.system('gsutil cp ' + filename + ' gs://pilltank-test-haydentam')
#Upload directory of pictures google
# else:
#
# print("FileTime of the last edit was", filetime)
#print(filetime)
logging.info("Thread %s: finishing",name)
elif (name==5):
then=datetime.now()

while(1):
now=datetime.now()
duration=now-then
duration_in_s=duration.total_seconds()
minutes = divmod(duration_in_s, 60)[0]
if (minutes>10):
os.system('echo "1-1" |sudo tee /sys/bus/usb/drivers/usb/unbind')
#unbinds all the usb 2.0 guys
os.system('echo "2-1" |sudo tee /sys/bus/usb/drivers/usb/unbind')
#turns off the 3.0 guys
os.system('echo "2-2" |sudo tee /sys/bus/usb/drivers/usb/unbind')
then=datetime.now()
else:
continue

if __name__ == "__main__":
format = "%(asctime)s: %(message)s"
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logging.basicConfig(format=format, level=logging.INFO,
datefmt="%H:%M:%S")
logging.info("Main
: before creating thread")
x = threading.Thread(target=thread_function, args=(1,))
y=threading.Thread(target=thread_function,args=(2,))
#z=threading.Thread(target=thread_function,args=(3,))
a=threading.Thread(target=thread_function,args=(4,))
logging.info("Main
x.start()
y.start()
#z.start()
# this
terminal cuz its easier
a.start()
# a start
logging.info("Main
# x.join()
logging.info("Main

: before running thread")

z is for starting NGROK, but suggest to just run it on
is for Alexa Skill python
: wait for the thread to finish")
: all done")

flash_mem.h:
void send_command(unsigned char);
int read_byte(unsigned int);
void read_string(unsigned int, unsigned int, char **);
void write_char(unsigned char, unsigned int);
void write_string(unsigned char *, unsigned int);
void write_enable();
void write_disable();
void chip_erase();
void power_down();
void release_power_down();
int read_status_register();
void delay(unsigned int);

flash_mem.c:
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define

<stdio.h>
<unistd.h>
<pigpio.h> //gpio access for Rasperry Pi
<time.h>
<string.h>
"flash_mem.h"
MOSI 10
MISO 9
SCLK 11
CE 8

int main(int argc, char *argv[]){
char word[75];
int address;
FILE *in_file;
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if(gpioInitialise() < 0){
fprintf(stderr, "pigpio initialisation failed\n");
return 1;
}
gpioSetMode(MOSI, PI_OUTPUT); //set MOSI as output
gpioSetMode(MISO, PI_INPUT); //set MISO as input
gpioSetMode(SCLK, PI_OUTPUT); // set SCLK as output
gpioSetMode(CE, PI_OUTPUT); //set CE as output
gpioWrite(CE, 1);
write_enable(); //clear data from chip, takes about 10s
chip_erase();
while(read_status_register() % 2)
delay(1);
in_file=fopen("testing.txt","r");
if (in_file == NULL)
printf("Can't open file for reading");
else{
address=0;
while(fscanf(in_file, "%s", word) != EOF){
write_enable();
write_string(word, address);
address += strlen(word) + 1;
if(address > 4194228)
break;
}
fclose(in_file);
}
gpioTerminate();
return 0;
}
void write_enable(){ //must be executed before writing data
send_command(0x06);
}
void write_disable(){
send_command(0x04);
}
void chip_erase(){
send_command(0xC7);
}
void power_down(){
send_command(0xB9);
}
void release_power_down(){
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send_command(0xAB);
}
void send_command(unsigned char cmd){ //writes a single byte command
int i;
gpioWrite(CE, 0); //activate CE
sleep(.01);
for(i=0;i<8;i++){
if(cmd & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
cmd = cmd<<1;
}
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
gpioWrite(CE, 1); //deactivate CE
}
int read_byte(unsigned int address){
int i;
unsigned int cmd = 0x03, bit, data = 0;
gpioWrite(CE, 0); //activate CE
sleep(.01); //might need delay
for(i=0;i<8;i++){ //send read command 0x03
if(cmd & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
cmd = cmd<<1;
}
for(i=0;i<24;i++){ //send 24-bit address
if(address & 0x800000){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
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sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
address = address<<1;
}
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
for(i=0;i<8;i++){ //read data
bit = gpioRead(MISO);
if(bit == 1){
data += 1<<(7-i);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
gpioWrite(CE, 1); //deactivate CE
printf("%x\n", data);
return data;
}
void read_string(unsigned int address, unsigned int num_bytes, char **str){
int i, j;
unsigned int cmd = 0x03, bit, data;
if(num_bytes > 256 || num_bytes == 0)
return;
gpioWrite(CE, 0); //activate CE
sleep(.01); //might need delay
for(i=0;i<8;i++){ //send read command 0x03
if(cmd & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
cmd = cmd<<1;
}
for(i=0;i<24;i++){ //send 24-bit address
if(address & 0x800000){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
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gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
address = address<<1;
}
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
for(i=0;i<num_bytes;i++){
data=0;
for(j=0;j<8;j++){ //read data
bit = gpioRead(MISO);
if(bit == 1){
data += 1<<(7-j);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
}
*((*str)+i) = data; //idk why this works but it does
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
gpioWrite(CE, 1); //deactivate CE
}
void write_char(unsigned char ch, unsigned int address){ //writes a single byte
command
int i;
unsigned int cmd = 0x02;
gpioWrite(CE, 0); //activate CE
sleep(.01); //might need delay
for(i=0;i<8;i++){ // send write command
if(cmd & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
cmd = cmd<<1;
}
for(i=0;i<24;i++){ //send 24-bit address
if(address & 0x800000){
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gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
address = address<<1;
}
for(i=0;i<8;i++){
if(ch & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
ch = ch<<1;
}
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
gpioWrite(CE, 1); //deactivate CE
}
void write_string(unsigned char *str, unsigned int address){ //writes a single byte
command
int i, ch_index=0;
unsigned int cmd = 0x02;
unsigned char c;
gpioWrite(CE, 0); //activate CE
sleep(.01); //might need delay
for(i=0;i<8;i++){ // send write command
if(cmd & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
cmd = cmd<<1;
}
for(i=0;i<24;i++){ //send 24-bit address
if(address & 0x800000){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
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}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
address = address<<1;
}
while((c=str[ch_index]) != 0){
for(i=0;i<8;i++){
if(c & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
c = c<<1;
}
ch_index++;
}
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
gpioWrite(CE, 1); //deactivate CE
}
int read_status_register(){
int i;
unsigned int cmd = 0x05, bit, data = 0;
gpioWrite(CE, 0); //activate CE
sleep(.01); //might need delay
for(i=0;i<8;i++){ //send read command 0x03
if(cmd & 0x80){
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
}
else{
gpioWrite(MOSI, 0);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
cmd = cmd<<1;
}
gpioWrite(MOSI, 1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
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for(i=0;i<8;i++){ //read data
bit = gpioRead(MISO);
if(bit == 1){
data += 1<<(7-i);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
sleep(0.1);
gpioWrite(SCLK, 0);
sleep(0.1);
}
gpioWrite(SCLK, 1);
gpioWrite(CE, 1); //deactivate CE
return data;
}
void delay(unsigned int sec){
unsigned int finish_time=time(0)+sec;
while(time(0)<finish_time);
}
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Product Research
Currently, there are no stand-alone pill identifiers, but there are many solutions in the
space of medication adherence devices. Online pill identification resources, like drugs.com,
guess a pill based on a user’s input of its identifiers. The FDA has also done work to create more
unique identifiers and make the medication labels more legible [13] . However, as stated
previously in this report, these solutions are not accessible by senior citizens who may have
vision impairment or trouble using online resources.
PillScan is an app that verifies medication by requiring the user to take a picture of a QR
code to determine whether the medicine is fit for use (ie. not expired, not counterfeit) [14].
However, this product is quite different from what we propose. Pill Scan requires a smartphone
and scans a QR to provide information about the medication, while PillTank is its own device
that identifies a physical pill.
The previously mentioned pill dispensers, like pill boxes or smart containers, are not
made to identify pills, but to remind the user to take pills. Similarly, smart caps--like the ones
from Pillsy--come with an app that is advertised as an intelligent reminder that allows the user to
track their dosage and report their data [10]. While PillTank will also have the ability to track and
report the users data as the other smart devices have, PillTank does not require an app.
Furthermore, by not requiring an app, PillTank requires less technological know-how to use.
To add on, smart caps or pill containers try to solve the issue of medication adherence by
pre-sorting pills with a reminder system. However, even with these countermeasures in place,
people are still having health issues due to taking the wrong pills even with these
countermeasures in place [15]. PillTank offers a unique and necessary solution to medication
adherence by giving consumers a way to identify their pills on their own, reducing the risk of
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taking the wrong pills because they are no longer reliant on someone else sorting their
medication.
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Technology Research
The technology making PillTank is already well-defined. PillTank’s software will mostly
be pill identification with some user interface components. For pill identification, the
open-source libraries OpenCV and Tesseract will be used. OpenCV will enable shape and color
identification, while Tesseract enables character recognition. As a result, the shape, color, and
unique imprint on each pill can be determined. Then with a search through a database using the
pill’s identified characteristics, the pills will be identified and output to the user on a screen. To
store this data, we can store the data locally or use cloud services, like AWS.
From an electrical hardware standpoint, the core components are a Raspberry Pi, two
cameras, and display screen. The Raspberry Pi allows PillTank to be stand-alone since we can
load code onto it. It also has WiFi capabilities, which would allow for software updates after the
customer has purchased PillTank. The cameras are needed to take pictures of the pills, one for
the top and one for the bottom, but they can be relatively low-end. Since we control the form
factor of PillTank, we can calibrate everything to ensure maximum efficiency while minimizing
costs. As for the display screens, technology review sites suggest that a screen at least the size of
an iPad (12.9 inch diagonal) would be large enough for those with vision problems [16].
From a mechanical standpoint, PillTank’s housing can be 3-D printed or assembled using
plexiglass and other plastics. Either way, these materials and practices are widely available and
well-defined, making them an accessible and safe technology to use.
Overall, the technology that goes into PillTank is well-known, making it a feasible
product that could be released relatively quickly, but the challenge is a matter of putting it
together to create the user-friendly experience we are aiming for.
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Fig 32. Raspberry Pi 4 that will be used for
this product [17].

Fig 33. An iPad showing the ideal size of
screen for the display [16].
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Market Research
As stated before, the available devices on the market for medication adherence are either
pill organizers or pill-taking reminders. With the current technology, patients still seem to be
unable to manage their medication properly. Studies have shown that in the USA and European
countries, approximately “38.7% of patients made a mistake with their medication in the
previous year”. The numbers don’t end there. Numerous pill-takers were reported to be
“skipping a dose or not taking it regularly (50% of respondents), not remembering how
the doctor had said to take the medication (42.9%), and confusing different medications
and not taking the right one (24.9%).”
Many other studies have also shown that an above average number of people have taken a higher
dose than prescribed, throwing themselves at high risk for medical complications [15]. With
PillTank, we aim to change these numbers by identifying pills for the user, helping them make
sure that they are taking the right medication.
Moreover, PillTank allows physicians to be able to see how consistently their patients
have been consuming their pills, which some other smart devices do have but at a much higher
cost. As previously shown, doctors have no sense of how frequently their patients are taking their
medication. With PillTank, doctors are capable of seeing missed or wrongly consumed
medications on specific days, thus allowing more feedback over the patient’s status. As shown
before, more feedback to the doctor will lead to better treatment and fewer health complications
related to taking the wrong pills [11]. Thus, with PillTank being able to determine the right
medication and give feedback to physicians about one’s medication adherence, correct measures
can be taken moving forward to help the patient’s wellbeing.
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Customer Archetype
PillTank is designed to assist senior citizens, those with physical limitations, and health
care professionals. These customers either interact with pills regularly or have trouble identifying
pills on their own. For someone who consumes pills regularly, they would want to take their pills
quickly so they can move on with the rest of their day. By emphasizing ease of use and speed,
PillTank seamlessly fits itself into their daily schedule, allowing customers to gain a peace of
mind that the right pill has been taken and carry on with their day. To reach out to these
customers, retirement homes will be a prime channel, with Avila Senior Living Home and Las
Brias in San Luis Obispo, CA being our first customer segment we will approach directly.
For health care professionals who deal with pills regularly, PillTank’s main use would be
the pill history that they could look at. This would give them insight into their patient’s at-home
routine, allowing professionals to adjust the treatment based on more information during their
next check-up. These customers can be found in hospitals or assisted living facilities. As a result,
we will initially market to the nurses working in the previously mentioned retirement homes.
When considering cost, smart devices can be upwards of $1,000, making them not widely
available to people. By prioritizing a lower cost, PillTank is an accessible option for patients who
already spend a lot of income on their medication itself.
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Type of Customer

Description

Reason

Product Use

Senior citizens

Those over the age
of 65 who often
have deteriorating
eyesight, take many
prescription drugs,
and have difficulty
learning new
technology [18].

The accessible UI will
appeal to senior citizens
who have trouble
identifying the many
different pills they take.

Use in everyday lives
before taking pills

Those who
struggle to read
size 12 font due
to poor eyesight

Customers around
the age of 40 with
poor eyesight, who
may have trouble
identifying their
pills [18].

The FDA recommends size
12 font on all medication
labels [12]. If unable to
read the label, it is unlikely
that they can read the pill
imprint.

Use whenever they
need to take a pill

Primary care
physicians

MDs who have the
ability to prescribe
medication and
regularly check up
on patients.

They can use this device
when distributing
medication to ensure that
they have the right one and
also look at the patient’s
medication history to see
what they may have been
taking.

Allows them to have
feedback as to what
their patients may be
doing regarding their
prescribed
medication. Allows
them to double-check
medication before
distributing it.

Early Adopters

Those who are
currently facing
issues with taking
many pills a day
and are interested in
trying out a new
solution

PillTank is a unique
solution to pill
identification that is
automatic and easy to use.
No manual searches of
what pill they are taking.

Allows them to
regulate their
medication and give
substantial feedback
to doctors for
positive/ negative
setbacks in health.

Table 7. Customer Archetypes.
PillTank solves the pain of being unable to identify medication and the pain of health care
professionals not being able to see their patient’s at-home routine. As a result, pill consumers
gain the ability to verify their medication and take care of their health, while health care
professionals gain the ability to provide a more dynamic treatment as they have more
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information on how a patient is taking their prescribed medication and its effect on their health.
In turn, better treatment leads to better health and reduced spending on medication.
Pillsy offers a smart cap that replaces a
medication’s lid that also provides
notifications and reminders to a smartphone
application [10].
SMASH: The Salford Medication Safety
board

SMASH is a Web-based application that lists
patients that are at potential risks for
medications prescribed [11].
HERO is a smart pill dispenser that
incorporates notifications and reminders into
a smartphone application to ensure
medication adherence [19].
Sukuos is the #1 seller for pill boxes on
Amazon. Rather than having an expensive
smart device, many patients have a simple pill
box instead to keep track of their medications
[5].

Table 8. Example market competitors.
With our product targeting consumers that have a hard time identifying their pills,
PillTank hits the medication adherence market, specifically smart devices related to pills, which
focuses on helping users take the proper pills and dosages consistently. Looking at the data
obtained for people of old age with deteriorating vision, we see that approximately 111 million
people are affected with presbyopia[18], while approximately 20 million more are affected with
cataracts and glaucoma [8]. The Health Policy Institute also found that 66% of all adults in the
United States (131 million people) consume prescription drugs [2].
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Assuming that the majority of these prescriptive drug users are 40 or older, the theoretical
maximum market size for medication adherence devices will be around 100 million. However, it
is worth noting that PillTank is most notable when dealt numerous pills (5+). According to an
article written by the Mayo Clinic, nearly about 20 percent of patients are on five or more
prescription medications [20]. Thus, taking the 40 or older market size and taking 20 percent of
that we could get about 20 million. Lastly, assuming that not every household will buy one for
every single member of their family, PillTank would be able to address theoretically 5-7 million
of the people in this market. This is a rough estimate based on data about pill usage and eyesight
loss, and numbers will change as we learn more about our customers.
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Market Description
PillTank is a way to quickly and easily identify pills at a lower cost than the current smart
pill dispensers on the market. PillTank will have its own custom image recognition algorithm
which utilizes the open-source libraries OpenCV and Tesseract. The algorithm will be optimized
at the kernel level, taking advantage of the Raspberry Pi’s four cores and processing capabilities
to produce immediate results. The cameras and other potential peripherals can all be run off of
the Raspberry Pi, and with a custom boot-up sequence, we can speed up the time it takes for
PillTank to be ready to use when turned on. Furthermore, PillTank consumes low power, only
needing to supply the Raspberry Pi 4 with 5V and 1.5A. This means that if the device is left
plugged in all day, it should not be a problem.
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Limitation

Description

Manufacturing

Designing and manufacturing the housing for the device is a huge
process that requires a lot of experience that as electrical
engineers, we have little knowledge about. Ideally, we can 3D
model a housing with CAD software, however it may not be the
most ergonomic and efficient design.

Pill Database

There is currently no library for image recognition regarding
pills. This means we will have to either use an online website’s
database, or we have to restrict our use case to a group of pills
since we do not have time to make our own all-encompassing pill
dataset in time for Senior Project Expo.

Display Size

Ideally we want a large display, but that can drive up the cost of
PillTank considerably. Therefore, we must talk to customers to
determine what display is large enough so we can minimize our
cost.

Efficiency

As we add more peripherals to PillTank, the power consumption
will go up. This means that we might need more power than what
a Raspberry Pi 4 can supply, and will have to look at alternative
power supplies.

Part Availability

We will likely be using webcams as our camera unless time
allows us to design our own camera as a reach goal. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and the work from home situations though,
webcams are in high demand. As a result, we may have trouble
finding a webcam that we can reliably obtain at a low price. We
also rely heavily on a Raspberry Pi as our microcontroller, so we
will not be able to make PillTank if Raspberry Pi’s ever go out of
stock.
Table 9. Potential limitations of PillTank.

PillTank’s unique strength is that it is a standalone device that conveniently identifies
pills. There are many different applications on the internet that allow anyone to search up a pill
based on its markings and shapes, but that interrupts a user’s daily routine by forcing them to sit
down and search what their pills are. They might not even be able to do this if they have poor
eyesight and can not read the imprint on the pill. PillTank solves this issue by being quick and
accessible, making it easy to include in one’s daily routine. No other current product on the
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market has such an accessible and convenient setup for this job. PillTank also provides the
ability to connect a patient’s pill scanning history to their physician and other authorized users,
allowing others to look at a patient’s pill history and see what pills were potentially consumed.
In the market of medication adherence devices, PillTank does not work as a reminder
device, much of which similar devices are focused on. Other devices try to remind the user to
take the correct pill, whether through sorted compartments, automatic distribution, or timers.
PillTank is not designed for this, as its goal is to be a pill identifier rather than a reminder.
The window of opportunity for the market will be about 1 year, as there is no direct
competition, and will likely depend on future developments of other smart devices in the
medication adherence market. Something to consider is how technologically adept senior citizens
are, and whether or not they are improving as generations who grew up with smart devices enter
that group. If they are able to comfortably use smart devices that require a phone app or if older
generations begin regularly using smart devices, PillTank may be pushed out because people can
overcome the barrier of entry to more advanced technology on their own. So, while it looks like
we have a few years to enter the market before anything that could directly compete with
PillTank comes out, the sooner we enter the better because more technologically savvy
generations are entering the senior citizen group.
The basic technological requirements to make the product viable would not require a
large amount of capital. For the raw materials, we estimate it to be around $100, and likely
around $1,000 to make enough products for beta testing. We would then need a couple thousand
for advertising, but more important would be building relations with medical professionals so
they can recommend our device to others. To do this, we would likely need some sort of
certification, like FDA if we want doctors to be able to recommend PillTank, which could take
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years. In terms of labor, we estimate it to take three months to get a MVP (minimum viable
product) and another three months to get a beta build. In the long run, likely beyond our time in
Senior Project, we will be incorporating pill databases and cloud storage for patient data, as well
as connecting health care professionals to this data. It would take a substantial amount of effort,
months or maybe longer, to create our own pil database. As for the cloud storage, using a cloud
service like AWS to host our data would cut down on the labor cost significantly, but we would
have to pay for AWS. This could be especially problematic if we find there is a lot of data to
store, which will increase our cloud storage costs. Another constraint could be patents, and if we
come up with a patentable algorithm or database, it could take years to get that approved before
we are able to enter the market.
In order to become successful, we would need to partner with healthcare professionals or
retirement homes and also a cloud storage service that can securely store patient data. By
partnering with health care professionals, they could recommend our product to those who might
need it and serve as a distribution channel. This referral system would help reduce our
advertising costs, and if we can get the support of health care professionals, it sets up our
product’s reputation as a device that is needed to prevent any health complications. As stated
previously, Avila Senior Living Home and Las Brias are two groups we are looking to partner
with and market directly to, and they will hopefully become a distribution channel. By partnering
with a cloud storage service, we can potentially reduce the cost of cloud storage and not have to
worry about setting up our own service. Other key partners include pharmacies like CVS and
Walgreens that could promote our device within their stores and act as another distribution
channel. Just like a heart pressure monitor device, our pill identification device could be sold on
the shelves of pharmacies nationwide. Another key partner may be wholesalers like Costco or
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Amazon. Lastly, building relationships with manufacturers for PillTank’s housing or the makers
of Raspberry Pi would help us reduce BOM costs.
Key potential customers to contact are patients that take multiple pills daily, specifically
the elderly or those that have vision impairment. Once again, senior citizens will be a key
customer, starting with those in local retirement homes like Las Brias. After that, we would want
to target pharmacies and hospitals that could take advantage of the tracking history so they can
see if their patients are taking the right medication. Hospitals could also be using PillTank near
patient’s beds to register the medication and provide data for each patient easily. By establishing
our product in key locations like hospitals and pharmacies, PillTank can be easily distributed and
sold to potential customers. These channels are attractive to people of all ages, further expanding
our product advertisement.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Ease of use

No pill reminders/alarms

Pill identification

No pill distribution system

Pill history
Low cost compared to other smart devices
Table 10. Advantages and disadvantages of PillTank when compared to the current products on
the market.
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Business Model Canvas Graphic
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Marketing Requirements
The marketing requirements for PillTank is that it is affordable, accurate, easy to use, and
unobtrusive to one’s life and home. PillTank’s image is a device that does not take time to use,
but saves you time by finding valuable pill information for the customer. As a device that is
meant to be used daily, it needs to be convenient to use or setup. And if set up permanently, we
need to make sure PillTank is something customers would want to show off to their friends so
they do not mind dedicating a space in their homes for it.
Currently the main method of identifying pills is to manually read the imprint on pills and
search it up on the internet. When going through many different pills everyday, patients would
need to dedicate a large amount of time just to verify they’re taking the correct medications. As a
result, we believe that it is important to make PillTank accurate and readily usable. The user just
has to place the pills under the camera, and the answer is shown quick and easy.
Below we show the important requirements that we believe should be met for our design
to be well-accepted in today’s technological world:
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Marketing Requirement

Reason

Affordable ($300 range)

Most smart pill devices are in the $1000 range, so by
undercutting the price, we will have a significant edge in
advertising PillTank as a cheap and easy solution to ensuring
people are taking the right pills. With BOM costs roughly
around $100, we estimate PillTank to sell for $300-$500.

Easy to use/setup. Plug and
play.

It is important that anyone who takes pills on their own can use
our device, especially the elderly. We want to lower the barrier
of entry for those who usually stay away from technology
because it is perceived as complicated.

Unintrusive

While similar to being easy to use, PillTank should not feel like
it is interrupting one’s daily routine. Using PillTank needs to be
fast so people do not feel like they are losing any time. This
means the results need to be displayed quickly and clearly, as
visual clarity will allow customers to find what they want to see
so they can move on with their day.

Appearance/form factor

In this iteration, PillTank is meant to be something that is setup
once and left where it is. But because it is meant to be
permanent, we need to make sure it is appealing to look at. We
want people to include this in their home, and we do not want it
to come off as a giant black box that other people look at
strangely. Having a sleek or quiet design will make users feel
more comfortable showing it off in their home. We are aiming
for a form factor similar to a Facebook Portal (including the
swivel mount), or more generally, desktop/counter compatible.

Accuracy

In order to advertise PillTank as a pill identifier, it must be able
to accurately identify any pill being scanned.
Table 11. Marketing Requirements for PillTank.
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Importance

Design Feature

High

Easy to use and setup

High

Accurately determines the pills

High

Quickly identifies the pills

High

Readable display

Medium

Size of the overall system - must fit on standard kitchen
countertop (20” wide x 20” deep).

Low

Power consumption

Low

Additional features like voice command or speakers
Table 12. Customer needs ranked with importance.
Looking at the above rankings of customer needs, we see common standards for all new

technological and medical devices. For the ease of setup, we are ranking this at high importance
as we see numerous technological devices taking this trend. Whether it be TV, printers, or
routers, the ease of setup is appealing to customers because it allows their device to be up and
running with zero hassle and zero delay. Thus, making our product easy to use allows us to fit
right in the trend with other companies, while giving customers the upper hand in efficiency.
The next need required by PillTank is accuracy, as the core goal of PillTank is to identify
pills. Customers will not buy a pill identifying device if it can not accurately accomplish that
goal.
In a similar vein, speed is of importance because customers are buying this device to save
themselves the trouble of having to identify pills on their own. If customers feel as if they are
waiting on PillTank to produce results, it may make our product seem inconvenient rather than
helpful.
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Another trend that is growing within the market is an easily readable display. We see the
iPhone 12’s display growing, and flat screen TVs reaching sizes of 95 inches. We even see
Google and Amazon incorporating a screen on their smart home devices. Similar to these smart
assistants, we want our screen to have the same visual benefits for our customers. We want to
display important information on a screen using text size that is big enough for those that are
visually impaired so customers will make no mistakes and not have to struggle to read the
resulting pill information.
Both power consumption and additional features like voice command or speakers are of
low importance mostly because we believe that customers value accuracy and ease of use more.
Customers want to make sure that PillTank is close to perfect in being great in identifying pills
and easy to set up. Before customers can move on to additional features, customers need to make
sure that the most important features within our system are well-done and sellable. However,
once the beta units have left the house, we can start taking customer feedback and start looking at
ways to improve our product. Whether it be using voice commands to access the
pill-identification task or it be accessing a Cloud Server to report results to a physician,
customers want this to be of least importance when compared to what makes our product great.
Now, in the middle, we settle in having the overall system not being too big. A survey
hasn’t been conducted about this, but the trend in countertop appliances has been getting smaller
and sleeker in design. Pointing to prime examples like the Amazon Echo Show or the Facebook
Portal, we see these devices get smaller and smaller, while still incorporating a screen and
futuristic technological features. Similar to these smart home products, we believe that customers
want PillTank to be placed on the counter. As a result, we have placed this as a medium state of
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importance, as making a device that packs technology with a nice screen and product size is
heavily appealing and something customers are already used to.
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